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Chapter 1  Introduction 
1.1 Background of this Dissertation 
In recent years, the rapid development of automation has been considerably changing 
the working process of traditional laboratories. Advanced laboratory automation, 
including optimized robotic systems [1]–[6], automated analytical & measurement 
systems [7]–[10] and laboratory information management systems [11]–[13] has been 
employed widely and made an important role in kinds of life science, chemistry and 
biology laboratory environments. To build a fully-automated future laboratory, a 
system for the whole laboratory process control named Process Management System 
(PMS) has been developing by our research group at Center for Life Science 
Automation (Celisca) & Institute of Automation Technology (IAT), University of 
Rostock, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.1.  
 
Figure 1.1: PMS (Future Lab) at Celisca, Germany 
As shown in Fig. 1.1, there is a special Process Transportation Module Control 
System (PTMCS) at Celisca which is in charge of the transportation tasks based on 
the whole automated process of laboratory environments. As shown in Fig. 1.2, in the 
PTMCS two kinds of control options are expected: the human operation mode and the 
automated mobile robot mode. The former will notice the laboratory staff to do 
transportation tasks by sending messages to their holding mobile phones, and the 
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latter will use the mobile robots instead of human beings for the transportation. This 
dissertation is based on the development of an intelligent system for mobile robot 
transportation in laboratory environments. This dissertation will not differentiate the 
transportation task commands from the PMS and the PTMCS. Both of them are 
higher in laboratory automation than the mobile robot-based transportation 
sub-system. In the following chapters of this dissertation, the description of the PMS 
will be adopted to replace that of the PTMCS. 
Process Transportation 
Module Control System 
(PTMCS)
Control Module for 
Human Operations
Control Module for 
Mobile Robots
S
Automated Workbench #1
Automated Workbench #2
D
Source 
Position
Destination 
Position
Transportation
Figure 1.2:  Laboratory transportation 
1.2 Literature Review of Robot Indoor Transportation 
This section provides a short review on literatures on the mobile robot based indoor 
transportation.  
1.2.1 Supermarket/Shopping transportation 
N. Matshuira et al. presented a shopping support system using kinds of 
environmental cameras and mobile robots as shown in Fig. 1.3 [14]. In this robotic 
transportation system, there were three comprised sub-systems designed: guidance 
robotic system, cart robot system and environmental image monitoring system. When 
the customers went shopping in supermarkets installed this shopping support system, 
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they used a membership card to drive any available guidance robot, then the guidance 
mobile robot leaded the customers to different positions for shopping and the cart 
mobile robot followed the customers to carry heavy productions. 
T. Tomizawa et al. developed a remote shopping robotic system for supermarkets as 
displayed in Fig. 1.4 [15]. The customers can stay at home to remotely communicate 
with this system to buy fresh foods including fruits and vegetables in some special 
supermarkets with different textures, shapes and weights. In the system, a series of 
technologies for the robot grasping and transporting were considered and solved: 
autonomous navigation, environment modeling & identifying, object manipulation 
and remote communication. 
 
Figure 1.3:  Supermarket guiding and carting robots [14] 
  
Figure 1.4:  Remote shopping robotic application [15] 
S. Nishimura et al. studied the robotizing daily items for an autonomous carrying 
system [16]. The authors in this paper designed a person following shopping cart 
robot, which was comprised of a shopping cart, a group of driving motion module, 
monitoring cameras and an on-board controller. Based on the computer vision using 
the installed cameras around the shopping malls, this kind of mobile robots accurately 
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followed the customers to realize the carrying transportation.  
More examples of mobile robot transportation in supermarkets and shopping malls are 
demonstrated in references [17]–[19]. 
1.2.2 Hospital transportation 
A.G. Özkil et al. discussed a service robot transportation system for hospitals [20]. In 
that project, they used the robot system for patients’ food distribution, waste 
collection, etc. Since the system would be applied for hospitals, some important 
aspects for the hospital environments (such as patient avoidance) had been considered 
in their paper. 
M. Takahashi et al. proposed a mobile robot for transport applications in hospital 
areas using a safe human detection algorithm [21]. As given in Fig. 1.5, in the 
application the authors developed a new autonomous mobile robot MKR, which used 
a wagon truck to transfer luggage, specimens and medical materials. 
 
Figure 1.5:  MKR robots for hospital transportation tasks [21] 
W.F. Fung et al. developed a mobile robot for routine delivery tasks in hospitals [22]. 
In their application, the fluorescent lamps on the ceiling at the corridors were used as 
natural landmarks to localize the transportation positions and orientations. The 
function of collision avoidance was also included in the robot. Experimental results 
made at a hospital in Hong Kong showed the system was effective and suitable for 
hospital environments.  
More applications of mobile robot transportation in hospitals can be found in 
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references [23]–[26].  
1.2.3 Factory transportation 
B. Horan et al. proposed a transportation system using OzTug mobile robots for 
manufacturing environments as given in Fig. 1.6 [27]. The OzTug robots used in the 
application could move loads ranging up to 2000 kg. In their system, a vision based 
controller had been designed to track the working paths and three kinds of robot-load 
configurations had been presented for multi-robot transportation for large loads. 
 
Figure 1.6:  OzTug robots for manufacturing environments [27] 
J.W. Kang et al. designed a series of assistive mobile robots to help the disabled in a 
factory environment [28]. Three different versions of mobile robots were provided. 
From the second version a wheel-based Omni-directional drive mechanism was 
utilized to provide the transportation in small spaces. As demonstrated in Fig. 1.7, 
based on this kind of mobile robots a simple transportation task made by the disabled 
in a factory was possible. 
 
Figure 1.7:  Assistive mobile robots for factory transportation [28] 
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M. Endo et al. presented a car transportation system named iCART using multi 
mobile robots in manufacturing factories [29]. In their paper, the detailed control 
architecture and several experiments were provided to illustrate the validity of the 
system. In their system there were two mobile robots adopted to do transportation. A 
trajectory of the car transportation was sent to one of the mobile robots, and the other 
robot tracked the trajectory by calculating the interactive forces between them. This 
creative method could cope with any size of cars and most kinds of car transportation 
tasks (including parking, two away service and ferry).  
 
Figure 1.8:  iCART transportation system [29] 
More cases of mobile robot transportation in factories can be seen in references 
[30]–[32].  
1.2.4 Laboratory transportation/Delivery 
M. Wojtczyk et al. studied the computer vision based human robot interface for 
robotic walkthroughs in a biotechnology laboratory as given in Fig. 1.9 [33]. They 
employed a mobile robot to move kinds of biotechnology facilities in an experimental 
platform. As described in the paper, the authors would not like to develop a robot 
system for the distributed laboratory transportation but focused on the image 
identification of the laboratory facilities.  
P. Najmabadi et al. designed a scalable robotic-based laboratory automation system 
for medium-sized biotechnology laboratories [2]. In the system, a new configuration 
named “Tower-based configuration” was presented to control the instrumentation for 
the sub transportation processes including shaking and incubation. The configuration 
worked through two arms mounted on a common cylindrical based. An experiment 
provided in the paper showed that the proposed method and system for laboratory 
desk local transportation were effective. 
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Figure 1.9:  Laboratory local transportation system [33]  
W. Gecks et al. proposed a robotics-based QCX/RoboLab system for laboratory 
automation [6]. This system was employed to bring the samples from nine automatic 
sampling points to the distributed analytical equipment. Also kinds of manually 
operated laboratory devices were connected to this robotic system based on a standard 
network.  
L.A. Marks et al. developed a microprocessor-based robotic system for control of 
fluid connections in the cardiac catheterization laboratory [34]. As explained in their 
paper, the system had various functions of planning catheter flushing, configuring the 
users, calibrating the pressure transducers, etc. A verifying case provided in their 
paper showed that the developed system decreased the laboratory technicians’ 
working intensity obviously. 
K. Thurow et al. presented a robotic parallel liquid handling system for a life science 
laboratory [35]. In their study, a fast method to determine the liquid levels in micro 
plates was proposed, an optical measurement of the liquid level based on CCD 
cameras using special computational algorithms was found and an automated robotic 
system to handle with kinds of sample transportation was integrated. A series of 
experiments given in their paper showed that the system was effective.  
More applications of robot transportation (including mobile robot transportation and 
desk robot delivery) in laboratories can be found in references [36]–[40].  
1.2.5 Discussions 
From the literatures demonstrated in Sections 1.2.1-1.2.4, it can be seen that:  
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(a) In recent decades, the topic of robotic indoor transportation has come into 
attention and many interesting studies have been presented. Based on those successful 
applications, we can find that using the mobile robots to do transportation tasks in 
indoor distributed environments is a right way. Especially in current more and more 
advanced mobile robots with low costs have been provided in the markets.  
(b) In those developed mobile robot indoor transportation systems, there is a series of 
technical issues needing to be considered for an expected working environment, 
which includes transportation strategy, multi-robot communication, robot indoor 
localization, robot collision avoidance, transportation path planning and recharging 
management, system API integration with other existent automated systems, etc.   
(c) Most of the mobile robot transportation systems in the upper literatures are 
relatively independent. They present the tasks of mobile transportation themselves 
and do not need to be integrated with other higher indoor process systems which 
control the whole automation in the working environments. In this dissertation, the 
expected transportation system integrates with the laboratory PMS to cooperate with 
other automated systems. The transportation system will control mobile robots to 
move experimental facilities among different automated ‘islands’.    
(d) Compared to robot transportation in normal environments (supermarkets/factories), 
the transportation in laboratories are more complicated. The reasons can be explained 
as follows: in laboratories there are always high-precision experimental facilities and 
complex experimental crafts, the proposed mobile robot transportation is expected to 
cooperate seamlessly with the existent systems. It requires that the transportation 
system should not affect the working process of the existent facilities (systems) and 
can communicate with them to finish a complex task. For example, the robot 
transportation system should know what time is most suitable for an exhausted mobile 
robot to go recharging by considering the whole laboratory automated schedule.  
1.3 Aims of this Dissertation 
The aim of this study is to present an intelligent mobile robot transportation system in 
laboratory environments integrating with the other laboratory automated process. The 
works required to develop this system have been divided to two theses: laboratory 
transportation (including motion and arm movements) and arm high-precision 
manipulation. The first one is to develop a transparent system including the server and 
the client sides to control all adopted mobile robots in laboratories for kinds of 
flexible transportation tasks. The second one is to design a module of robot arm 
manipulation for transportation of high-precision requirements, which will be 
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integrated in the transportation system as an embedded component. The detailed 
relationship between those two theses can be found in Chapter 9.  
This dissertation is toward to the first topic considering all necessary APIs 
(Application Program Interfaces) for multi-robot transportation in laboratory 
environments. The specific aims of this dissertation are presented as follows: 
 Designing a common system framework for organizing the laboratory 
mobile robot transportation. This framework is required to suit for any size 
of laboratories and can connect any kind of mobile robots after simple 
updating. The final purpose of the framework is to be transparent. It means a 
new hardware module or a new mobile robot could be integrated into the 
transportation system conveniently as a special ‘sensor’. In the framework, a 
series of questions will be answered: i.e. what is the dataflow inside the 
hardware and software components of the adopted mobile robots to organize a 
laboratory transportation task? How to guarantee the robots run normally even 
when they lose the connections to a remote controller? How to control and 
coordinate kinds of robots from different manufacturers in the same 
distributed environments? 
 Presenting a robot indoor localization method for a huge laboratory 
environment. In this method, at least the following several points have to be 
solved. Firstly, since the proposed transportation system is expected for a huge 
laboratory environment, the method should be low-cost and can be extended 
fast. Secondly, in this study the working areas of the mobile robots are 
possible to be changed frequently, so the method should allow the users to 
redefine the indoor positioning maps conveniently. Thirdly, the method should 
not affect the performance of other laboratory automation modules. Fourthly, 
the method should include the function to calculate the relative positions of 
different robots. Since mobile robots may have different positioning 
mechanisms inside, it is important to map all of their private coordinates to the 
sole global origins of the laboratories. 
 Proposing a communication network for the data transmission. Since in 
the future more and more mobile robots will be integrated into those 
transportation works, a stable, expandable and long-distance network for 
connecting the robots is desired. For this purpose, several strategies are under 
consideration: (a) proposing a good network to guarantee the stable and 
expandable performance of the data transmission; (b) strengthening the signal 
capacity of a network to connect/cover the long-distance running mobile 
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robots; and (c) reducing the unnecessary transmitted data between the control 
server side and the robot on-board sides to decrease the possibilities of data 
transmission jam. 
 Providing a function of path planning which can handle various kinds of 
mobile robot transportation. The path planning is always crucial in the robot 
indoor transportation. Actually there are two kinds of robot path planning 
styles, which could be executed in laboratory environments. One is to define 
every adopted mobile robot several fixed paths. When a transportation task 
between two defined positions is required in the laboratory automation process, 
the mobile robot, which can recognize this path, will be asked to finish it. If no 
mobile robot understands the path, the transportation cannot be carried out. 
The other one is a smart mode, which needs the function of flexible and 
intelligent path planning computation. In this case, all robots are defined the 
corresponding working maps with a number of recognized positions. The real 
executed path for a given transportation task is dynamic based on the real-time 
path planning calculation. Compared to the transportation without path 
planning, the one with path planning is much more effective, because every 
robot is allowed to execute a presented transportation task. 
 Realizing charging management for the mobile robot transportation. In 
this application, kinds of mobile robots need on-board batteries for their 
transportation tasks, so the issue of the robot recharging is important. In the 
charging management, at least three works are required: (a) a system (module) 
to measure the real-time powers status from robots: this module will monitor 
all running mobile robots’ power status then control them to go recharging if 
their batteries are close to be exhausted. This module will be integrated 
together with other important modules in both of the server/client software 
(e.g., motion control module); (b) a fully automated charging station: This 
station should have the functions of auto-docking and auto-recharging. When a 
mobile robot reaches an expected position where the charging station is 
installed, the robot can do re-charging automatically; and (c) there is also an 
optimized question: how to configure the charging stations scientifically so the 
robots can go charging most smoothly and effectively. 
 Last but not least, developing operating software platform and amount of 
embedded APIs of the transportation system. The operating platform of the 
software should be flexible and friendly. The work of the software 
programming will occupy a big part of this dissertation, because there are lots 
of works on data measurement, system integration and algorithm development 
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needing to be executed in the operation platform. The highest requirement of 
this software is to let laboratory staffs operate the presented mobile robot 
system comfortably and to let the system be integrated with other laboratory 
automation systems seamlessly.  
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Chapter 2  Transportation Strategy 
An effective control strategy is crucial in any kind of system development. Generally, 
it is presented not only based on the system functions and the adopted software & 
hardware platforms but also by the consideration of some special requirements (such 
as, the working environments). As given in Chapter 1, the developed transportation 
system in this dissertation is expected to be run in laboratories, so there are some 
special requirements from the laboratory environments which the system has to meet 
as follows: (a) convenient expandability; (b) fast integration; (c) robust performance; 
and (d) economic cost. Based on considering those four aspects, a new control 
strategy to design the mobile robot based transportation system is proposed in this 
chapter.  
This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 introduces one kind of mobile 
robots named H20 robots adopted in this study; and Section 2.2 proposes the control 
strategy of the transportation system. 
2.1 H20 Mobile Robots 
One kind of mobile robots named H20 from Canadian DrRobot company has been 
adopted in this study to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed transportation 
system, as shown in Fig. 2.1. From Fig. 2.1, it can be seen that the H20 robots meet 
the hardware requirements of this application, which provide all necessary robotic 
modules, including on-board control PCs, arm servo modules, motors, localization 
modules, batteries, cameras, ultrasonic sensors, etc. The specifications of the H20 
robots can be found in Appendix A.1. 
 
Figure 2.1: H20 mobile robots [41] 
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2.2 Control Strategy 
Based on the aims of this study and the hardware properties of the adopted H20 robots, 
the control strategy of the proposed system is presented in Fig. 2.2. 
Robot Remote 
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Figure 2.2: System Strategy 
As shown in Fig. 2.2, there are four control levels in this system control strategy: 
transportation request level, transportation level, motion execution level and arm 
execution level. Accordingly, there are four control centers in the corresponding levels: 
PMS in the first level, Robot Remote Center (RRC) in the second level, Robot 
On-board Centers (RBC) in the third level and Robot Arm Component (RAC) in the 
fourth level. Their relationships can be described as follows:  
(a) The level of transportation request (in PMS) is the highest in the system, 
which is in charge of proposing kinds of transportation tasks when they are 
needed in the automated laboratory process. In life science laboratories, it 
considers the whole automated process based on the crafts of life science 
engineering. In this strategy, it does not need to care about which robot will be 
selected to do the presented transportation task and also how to execute it. The 
PMS will propose a task using an explicit data format as: Move “Object A” 
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from “S-Lab, Device A, Position 1” to “D-Lab, Device B, Position 2” (see 
Fig. 2.3).  
(b) The level of transportation management (in RRC) is designed to remotely 
control all the connected mobile robots. When a transportation task is coming 
from the PMS, the RRC will handle with it using the following steps: parsing 
the received PMS command, selecting the best mobile robot for the task, 
doing path planning for the task based on the source-destination condition of 
the task, sending the chosen robot the best transportation path and monitoring 
the status of the transportation executing process.   
 Position 2
Position 1
Device A
Laboratory S
 Position 2
Position 1
Device B
Laboratory D
H20 Robot 1
H20 Robot 2
 
Figure 2.3: PMS presented tasks using explicit naming rule 
(c) The level of transportation motion execution (in RBC) is developed to 
actually implement the motion parts of the transportation tasks. Although the 
robot inside hardware modules could be controlled directly by a remote 
server-RRC, in this study we prefer to adopt the RRC-RBC distributed 
architecture to organize a transportation task. The advantage of defining the 
RBCs can be explained as follows: The RBC can reduce the transmitted data 
between the robots and the RRC to avoid the phenomenon of data 
transmission jam, only the key data (robot positions and powers) will be sent 
from the robots to the RRC for path planning computation. On the other hand, 
without those RBCs, the RRC has to communicate with the hardware modules 
inside robots directly. When the number of running robots is huge, the control 
process will become complicated and the communication jam will be serious. 
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Additionally, the RBC can continue an executing transportation task even 
sometimes the wireless communication between the RRC and the RBC is 
broken, because the RBC is installed in the robot controlling all the robotic 
hardware modules independently.  
(d) The level of transportation arm execution (in RAC) is designed to cope with 
the arm movements of the transportation tasks. The RAC will be embedded in 
the RBC platforms as a component. The working relationships between the 
RBC and the RAC can be described as follows: when a robot reaches the 
defined starting position of a transportation task, the RBC will establish a 
TCP/IP socket to its relevant RAC then send it a driving command to move up 
the arm hardware. Similarly, when a robot arrives at the defined ending 
position of a transportation task, the RBC will send its connected RAC to 
move down the arm hardware. All of the arm moving trajectories will be 
described in a series of XML (Extensible Markup Language)-based control 
files in advance, which will be stored in both of the RBC and the RAC. So the 
RBC only needs to tell the RAC the kinds of expected movements and the 
names of selected control files. Once a RAC receives those two parameters 
from its connecting RBC, it will do the transportation arm execution at once. 
Based on this strategy, the data flows in the system can be explained as Figures 2.4, 
2.5 and 2.6. The workflows in the system can be found in Chapter 9 in details. 
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Figure 2.4: Dataflow among robots, RBCs and RRC 
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Figure 2.5: Dataflow between RRC and PMS 
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Figure 2.6: Dataflow between RBC and RAC 
As shown in Fig. 2.4, the dataflow among the robots, the RBCs and the RRC can be 
explained as follows: (a) the hardware data of robots will be measured by their 
corresponding RBCs, which include the parameters of robot indoor positions, powers, 
ultrasonic sensors, IR sensors, motor encoder information, camera video and arm & 
head joint coding values (see Fig. 2.4, Tag Robot Hardware Data). Those data will be 
displayed in the sensor monitoring GUI (Graphical User Interface) in every RBC 
automatically if the connections between the robots and their RBCs are available; (b) 
the original hardware data from the robots will be filtered and sent to the RRC. The 
filtered data only retain the parameters of robot positions and powers (see Fig. 2.4, 
Tag RBC Data) which will be adopted to do transportation path planning and robot 
selections by the RRC; (c) when the RRC is distributed a transportation task by a 
PMS, the RRC will actively send relevant commands (see Fig. 2.4, Tag RRC 
Commands→Waypoints) to get the required filtered data from all the RBCs; (d) after 
necessary computational steps, the RRC will select the most suitable H20 robot and 
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send the RBC of the chosen robot the best path with a sequence of waypoints (see Fig. 
2.4, Tag RRC Data); (e) when a RBC receives a path from a RRC, it means this RBC 
is asked to control the corresponding mobile robot to execute the transportation task. 
The RBC will map the received path numbers to the parameters and commands, 
which the robots can understand. After the fast mapping process, the RBC will send 
the results to the robot hardware modules for transportation movements (see Fig. 2.4, 
Tag RBC Commands); (f) when the mobile robots reach the starting and destination 
positions of the transportation tasks, they will drive the right arm movements (such as 
the actions of catching up and putting down) using the prepared XML based arm 
control files.  
The dataflow between the RRC and the PMS in Fig. 2.5 can be specified as follows: 
(a) the PMS proposes a transportation task when it is required by the laboratory 
process. The PMS commands include the transportation parameters of laboratory 
rooms, starting devices/positions and ending devices/positions. As explained in 
Chapter 1, the PMS does not consider how the presented transportation tasks will be 
executed (see Fig. 2.5, Tag PMS Commands); and (b) when the RRC receives a 
distributed task, it should continue to report the latest status to the PMS during the 
task implementation (see Fig. 2.5, Tag RRC Data).  
Similarly, the dataflow between the RBC and the RAC in Fig. 2.6 can be illustrated as 
follows: (a) the RBC distributes an arm task (see Fig. 2.6, Tag RBC Commands) to the 
RAC when it is required to finish a transportation process.; and (b) when the RAC 
receives a given task, it will drive the arm servo hardware and report the latest status 
to the RBC during the arm movement implementation (see Fig. 2.6, Tag RAC Data).  
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Chapter 3  Communication Network 
3.1 Introduction 
Since H20 mobile robots will be controlled to work in distributed laboratories, the 
wireless communication is necessary although the wire method has good transmission 
performance. In engineering, the popular wireless methods include IEEE 802.11 
networks [42]–[47], GPRS (General Packet Radio Service)/GSM (Global System of 
Mobile Communication) [48]–[50] and Bluetooth [51]–[56].  
A. Leelasantitham et al. made an experiment study of performance for an automatic 
robot using IEEE 802.11 wireless communication [42]. Their results showed the delay 
time and the maximum distance between a robot installed with a normal wireless 
router and a remote control PC were approximately at 100ms and 40m, respectively.  
G. Enriquez. et al. presented a Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) sensor based network for a 
human-aware navigation robot [44], [45]. The robot used a vision-based tracking 
system for human awareness. To realize a stable communication, an IEEE 802.15.4 
wireless module (MICAZ MPR2400) was installed inside the robot.  
M.H. Li et al. found a practical approach to design a guard robot alarm system using 
GPRS [48]. A wireless GPRS module was embedded in the robot to communicate 
with other robots and remote monitoring hosts. Once robot sensors detected the 
dangerous conditions, the GPRS module would send kinds of alarm signals to the 
remote control centers and the other robots.  
S. Sagiroglu et al. proposed a monitoring mobile robot vehicle system using 
Bluetooth communication adapter [51]. The mobile robot system was used do 
real-time image monitoring. The Bluetooth adapter was only employed to send higher 
commands, and the monitoring cameras were working independently. This system can 
realize monitoring, remote control, parameter adjusting and reprogramming through 
internet exclusively with a standard web browser without the need of any additional 
software. 
After analyzing the upper mentioned representative works in wireless communication, 
we can conclude that:  
 The GPRS/GSM method is one kind of global communication networks. It can be 
used in global inter-city communication, and its transmission data can be 
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conveniently sent to a standard mobile phone. This is the main reason why it is 
popular in remote automated applications. However it has to pay the transmission 
fees and its transmission bandwidth is not enough for possibly huge data cases 
(e.g. real-time image monitoring); 
 The Bluetooth method is one of the standard wireless personal area networks 
having lots of advantages, such as no data transmission cost, low energy 
consumption and good expandability. But due to the similar problems of limited 
data width (< 1Mbit/s) and short coving distance (<10 meters), it is hard to be 
applied in real-time monitoring & control systems. At the same time the 
Bluetooth way is easy to be affected by other existing Bluetooth devices in 
laboratories due to its open 2.4GHz frequency; 
 Compared to the GPRS/GSM and the Bluetooth, the wireless IEEE 802.11 
network is more suitable for laboratory robots. It has width data transmission 
channel (>72.2Mbit/s), and it can be easily expanded to unlimited numbers of 
PCs and devices with necessary network revisions. In this study the IEEE 
802.11g is adopted because it uses the same OFDM technology as employed in 
802.11a, plus backward compatibility with 802.11b [57], [58]. 
3.2 Designed Network (Internal & External Architectures) 
As the proposed strategy described in Section 2.2, the transportation system adopts 
the standard S/C architecture which is comprised of a server RRC and a number of 
on-board client RBCs. For this structure a communication network is proposed as 
displayed in Fig. 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1: Communication network 
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As displayed in Fig. 3.1, the presented network is divided into a Robot Internal 
Network (RIN) and a Robot External Network (REN). The RIN is employed to 
connect all hardware modules inside robots, including power, motion & head, arm 
servo, indoor localization, cameras and ultrasonic/Kinect sensors. The RBC runs in 
the RIN to measure all hardware data. The REN is designed for the remote 
communication among the PMS, the RRC and the RBCs. In the RIN the cable 
connection is adopted to guarantee the fast transmission performance, and in the REN 
the Wi-Fi connection is utilized to cover the distributed RINs. Based on this presented 
network, the system is flexible. A new mobile robot or control module can be 
integrated fast after defining an IP address. All the data communication among 
different modules in the network is based on TCP/IP protocol. As an option, the 
system in this network can also be remotely controlled by a mobile phone through 
GPRS/GSM communication.  
3.3 Wireless Bridge Integration 
Although the performance of the normal IEEE 802.11 network is always satisfactory 
in engineering [57], [59], [60], however when the function of real-time image 
monitoring is activated in systems it will also possibly meet the phenomenon of 
transmission delay and congestion [61]–[63].  
In the study, the function of real-time monitoring is an option. As shown in Fig. 2.1, a 
H20 mobile robot has two eye cameras and a main camera. So when a big number of 
H20 mobile robots are running and all eye cameras of them are being activated at the 
same time, the image transmission data will be considerable. Additionally, when a 
transportation task is being executed among separate buildings, a long-distance stable 
communication is required. To meet those cases (huge-data and long-distance) in 
laboratory environments, one kind of 2.4 GHz wireless marine bridges is supplied in 
this study between the movable RBCs (Robot Internal Network) and the RRC (Robot 
External Network) to strengthen the signal intensity of the IEEE 802.11g Wi-Fi 
section as shown in Fig. 3.2. The detailed parameters of this kind of bridges can be 
found in reference [64]. A case of IP configuration for this presented network is 
demonstrated in Table. 3.1. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 3.2: Wireless bridge communication: (a) Connection structure of wireless bridges; and 
(b) Real cases of installing wireless bridges in H20 robots 
 
Table 3.1: Network settings of five H20 robots in this application 
Modules 
Communication IP addresses and Ports 
Robot One Robot Two Robot Three Robot Four Robot Five 
Wireless bridge 
on robot 
192.168.0.20 192.168.0.22 192.168.0.24 192.168.0.26 192.168.0.28 
Wireless bridge off 
robot 
192.168.0.21 192.168.0.23 192.168.0.25 192.168.0.27 192.168.0.29 
Power Module 192.168.0.95: 1001 192.168.0.85: 1001 192.168.0.75: 1001 192.168.0.65: 1001 192.168.0.55: 1001 
Motion & Head 
Module 
192.168.0.95: 1002 192.168.0.85: 1002 192.168.0.75: 1002 192.168.0.65: 1002 192.168.0.55: 1002 
Arm Servo Module 192.168.0.94: 1001 192.168.0.84: 1001 192.168.0.74: 1001 192.168.0.64: 1001 192.168.0.54: 1001 
Indoor GPS Module 192.168.0.94: 1002 192.168.0.84: 1002 192.168.0.74: 1002 192.168.0.64: 1002 192.168.0.54: 1002 
Robot on-board laotop 192.168.0.109: 7030 192.168.0.108: 7030 192.168.0.107: 7030 192.168.0.106: 7030 192.168.0.105: 7030 
Remote Server 192.168.0.100: 7040 
Main Camera 192.168.0.99: 8081 192.168.0.89: 8081 192.168.0.79: 8081 192.168.0.69: 8081 192.168.0.59: 8081 
Right Eye Camera 192.168.0.98: 8082 192.168.0.88: 8082 192.168.0.78: 8082 192.168.0.68: 8082 192.168.0.58: 8082 
Left Eye Camera 192.168.0.97: 8083 192.168.0.87: 8083 192.168.0.77: 8083 192.168.0.67: 8083 192.168.0.57: 8083 
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Chapter 4  Laboratory Indoor Localization 
4.1 Introduction 
Robot indoor navigation is one of the most important works in mobile robotics, which 
is to plan a route a mobile robot can move from one location to another location 
without getting lost or colliding with other humans or objects in indoor environments 
[65]. In the issue of robot indoor navigation there are two main works: indoor 
localization and indoor path planning. The first one means a robot can know its 
orientations in an indoor environment [66], and the second one is to present an 
available path for transportation tasks. This chapter focuses on the first issue, and the 
second one will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
In recent years, kinds of applications on robot indoor navigation have been proposed, 
which can be classified into three aspects: sensor-based methods, model map-based 
methods and landmark-based methods.   
4.1.1 Sensor-based Indoor Localization 
This classification works using kinds of measuring sensors, such as radio frequency 
(RF) [67]–[73], ultrasonic & infrared sensors [74]–[79], cameras [66], [80]–[83].  
S.H. Park et al. [67] proposed a novel Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)-based 
method for robot indoor navigation as shown in Fig. 4.1. In their study, a RFID 
module was installed in a mobile robot named UBIRO and a number of read-time 
passive IC tags were set in the floor to identify the RFID signals from the robot to 
estimate its positions. Their experimental results showed this RFID method was able 
to estimate the robot's location and orientation accurately without using external 
sensors. More cases about the RFID-based robot indoor localization can be found in 
references [68]–[73].  
A. Yazici et al. [74] developed an ultrasonic-based positioning system called 
SESKON for indoor robotic applications as demonstrated in Fig. 4.2. Different to 
other indoor positioning systems using multi kinds of positioning sensors, the 
SESKON only adopted ultrasonic sensors. From their experiments at Eskişehir 
Osmangazi University based on P3-DX mobile robots described in their paper, it can 
be seen that the error of SESKON system was less than 30mm, which can be used for 
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high-precision applications. More cases about the ultrasonic sensor-based robot 
indoor localization can be found in [75]–[77], [79], [84]. 
  
Figure 4.1: UBIRO robot and its floor RFID-based localization method [67] 
  
Figure 4.2: Ultrasonic-based SESKON positioning system [74] 
S.Y. Hwang et al. [80] presented an indoor vision-based robot localization based on 
using the indoor features of corners, lamps and doors as given in Fig. 4.3. They 
considered that: although a monocular camera looking up toward the ceiling can 
provide a low-cost solution for robot localization, it can’t achieve dependable 
identification due to a lack of reliable visual features on the ceiling. So they used the 
features of corners, lamps and doors simultaneously to replace the features on the 
ceiling. Their results showed that the computer vision method based on multi ceiling 
image features can solve the problem that line features can be easily misidentified due 
to nearby edges. An experiment was provided to prove the efficiency of the proposed 
method. More cases about computer version-based robot indoor localization can be 
found in [66], [81]–[83]. 
 
Figure 4.3: Computer version-based robot localization using the indoor features [80] 
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4.1.2 Map-based Indoor Localization 
Apart from the classification based on the kinds of sensors, there is another 
classification using modeling maps as follows:  
 Map-Based Localization: It depends on user-created geometric models or 
topological maps of the expected environments. Map-Based information 
consists of providing a robot with CAD models. The most representative work 
is usually mentioned to the “occupancy map” as introduced in [85]. More 
cases about CAD and graph maps can be found in [86]–[88]. 
 Map-Building-Based Localization: It includes two aspects: firstly, kind of 
recognizing sensors are used to construct the geometric or topological models 
of the navigation environments; and secondly the built models are utilized to 
do the indoor localization. In this method different kinds of landmarks are 
always installed in the indoor environments to assist the positioning process. 
Once some marked landmarks are identified, the robots will use their 
embedded maps to identify their positions by matching the observations 
against the expectations. The first case of the map-building navigation is a 
Stanford Cart as given in [89], [90]. More cases about robot using robot 
sensors to finish inside maps can be found in [80], [91]–[94]. 
 Mapless Localization: It utilizes no explicit properties about the environments, 
but prefers to recognize some objects in the environment or to track those 
objects by visual observations. Actually this kind of methods can be regarded 
that the robot is to build a real-time map based on recognizing the features 
such as desks, doorways, etc. Some examples about this kind can be found in 
[95], [96]. 
4.1.3 Landmark-based Localization 
This classification means the robots directly adopt the defined landmarks to do indoor 
positioning. A good landmark should meet the following requirements: (a) Detection 
aspect: the robots are able to determine a landmark in their views quickly; (b) 
Recognition aspect: the robots can differentiate the landmarks; (c) Localization 
aspect: once a landmark is identified, the robot can localize itself relative to the 
environment if the landmark position is known; (d) Quality and identification aspect: 
the number of landmarks should be enough and every landmark has a unique ID.  
The progress of the indoor localizing methods using landmarks can be explained as 
follows: (a) In the first phase, the natural landmarks are welcomed because of their 
easiness. The natural landmark is generally selected in the natural scene considering 
their geometrical or photometrical features [97]–[99] [100]. The method of natural 
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landmark sometimes is not reliable enough in complex or dark environments [93]; (b) 
In the second phase, to improve the performance of the landmark localization, some 
scientists started to use artificial landmarks instead of natural landmarks. G. Yang et al. 
[101] designed a color artificial landmark with symmetric rectangles and seven-part 
numbers. J. Park et al. [102] proposed an efficient artificial visual landmark for an 
automated guided robot vehicle to locate into the parking position. G.H. Li et al. [103] 
presented a new artificial landmark based on image segmentation technology and 
projective method with directional features for mobile robot localization; (c) In recent 
years due to the fast development of the image capture technology, some researchers 
begin to use natural ceiling lighting landmarks to guide their mobile robots. They 
considered that using the natural ceiling lighting landmarks (e.g. ceiling lighting 
lamps) are the most direct and expandable way for the indoor navigation. The ceiling 
lighting landmarks can be possibly detected by an advanced up camera of robot 
through distinguishing light differences between lamps and ceiling surface. Also the 
ceiling lights do not need any special installations [80], [92], [104], [105]. S.Y. 
Hwang et al. [80] used the lighting lamps as ceiling landmarks to increase the 
identification ability of a monocular vision-based Simultaneous Localization and 
Mapping (SLAM) system to observe the features in various environments. T. Kim et 
al. [106] proposed a vision based artificial landmark for indoor navigation of a 
skid-steering mobile robot. 
4.1.4 Discussions 
Based on comparison of different methods of indoor navigation mentioned in Section 
4.1.3, it can be seen that: (a) the indoor navigation in small areas can have good 
performance, but it is still difficult for a large area; (b) every method both has 
advantages and disadvantages. Taking the method of image vision for example, it can 
provide a robot with high resolution information about its environments, but in some 
complicated cases its time performance is not satisfactory, and it is also hard to work 
rightly in dark environments [66]. The methods of ultrasound & infrared sensors are 
stable, but they are hard to be used in the multi-robot and large place navigation 
because multiple sensors will affect each other. It is also not easy to update their 
configurations once the system development is ready [107]–[109]. The Radio 
Frequency (RF) method, it can work well in a longer distance compared to another 
methods (e.g. infrared method), but it is easily affected by another communication 
devices using the similar frequencies and the cost of hardware configuration is always 
expensive [68], [70], [72].  
Based on the current applications of landmark methods, it can be seen that: (a) 
landmark method is good to scale and maintain after installation whereas many 
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existing techniques fail to provide this important feature; (b) compared natural 
landmarks with artificial landmarks, the artificial landmarks can work with a large 
number of independent identification signals (e.g. ID numbers), which is precious for 
large laboratory automation; (c) compared active landmarks with passive landmarks, 
the passive landmarks do not need electrical powers and additional writing systems; 
and (d) comparing passive artificial landmarks with lighting landmarks, the former are 
better. The passive artificial landmarks do not need electrical powers and any 
electrical installation while the lighting landmarks are easily affected by strong lights. 
4.2 Hybrid Solution 
In this study, the method of robot localization is not only required to provide accurate 
indoor positions and directions, but also is needed for large laboratory environments. 
In addition, the extension and developing cost of the adopted method are considered. 
Based on the discussions given in Section 4.1.4, plus considering the requirements in 
laboratory environments, a hybrid solution is proposed. The hybrid localization 
method includes two modes: 
 Ceiling landmark based global localization: This mode is proposed to guide 
the mobile robots to reach a series of expected positions in laboratory 
environments based on the prepared ceiling landmarks. It emphasizes on the 
extendable performance of the localization. 
 Floor landmark based local localization: This mode is presented to correct 
the mobile robots in some high-precision required positions in laboratories. It 
focuses on the accurate performance of the indoor localization.  
4.2.1 Ceiling Landmark Based Global Localization 
4.2.1.1 StarGazer Module 
For the laboratory global localization, an IR module named StarGazer and a number 
of ceiling passive artificial landmarks both from Korea Hagisonic company are 
adopted (see Appendix A.3). As shown in Fig. 4.4, the StarGazer module consists of a 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) Infrared Radio (IR) camera, an 
infrared LED array and a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), and it can analyze IR image 
which is reflected from a passive landmark with a unique ID. The passive artificial 
landmark is made of a retro coated film material which can strongly reflect the 
infrared rays coming from the StarGazer module [110], [111].  
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Figure 4.4: Working mechanism of StarGazer module [111] 
As displayed in Fig. 4.5, the maximum ID of a 4×4 landmark is 4095. The distance 
between two ceiling landmarks in real applications can be longer than 2m, so the 4×4 
landmark is normally enough for a huge laboratory. If in some cases the maximum ID 
of a 4×4 landmark is not enough, it is also possible to extend the maximum ID by 
adding more lines or rows of points. An installing case of this kind of landmarks at 
our center is demonstrated in Fig. 4.6. 
 
Figure 4.5: Coding format of ceiling landmarks [111] 
 
 
Figure 4.6: A case of installing ceiling landmarks at Celisca, Germany 
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The StarGazer module provides a series of commands for engineers to control the 
measuring process of the indoor positioning data. The key parameters of the 
StarGazer module are abstracted in Table 4.1. The final outputting data format of the 
StarGazer module include X position, Y position and Direction (see Appendix B.1). 
Table 4.1: Specification of StarGazer Module [111] 
API Interface 
Communication 
Protocol 
Sampling Time 
Repetitive 
Precision 
Heading Angle 
Resolution 
UART  
(TTL 3.3V) 
ASCII Code 20 Times/Sec 2 cm 1.0 degree 
 
4.2.1.2 Precision Discussions of StarGazer 
There is a published paper [1] focusing on the precision of the StarGazer in 
laboratories. In their works, an experimental mobile robot using the StarGazer module 
was provided to estimate the positioning precision. From the results given in their 
paper, we can see that the performance of the StarGazer module was satisfactory (the 
maximum error of the positioning was less than 2cm). However, the reference [1] did 
not provide any information about the ceiling conditions of their experimental 
laboratory. In our opinions, the StarGazer module could be possibly affected by 
reflective ceilings and strong lighting conditions because it adopts the IR mapping 
mechanism. So it is necessary to verify the performance of the StarGazer module 
under strong/dark lighting conditions or reflective ceiling materials.  
    
Figure 4.7: StarGazer precision experiment in reference [1] 
To investigate the performance of the StarGazer module in unexpected lighting 
environments (e.g. strong-lighting, dark-lighting and reflective ceiling condition), a 
group of experiments has been done in our laboratory (Celisca, Germany). In those 
experiments, two kinds of issues have been focused: How is the performance of the 
StarGazer module in laboratory environments with dark or strongly bright lighting 
conditions and how is its performance in the indoor environments with reflective 
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material ceilings? The measuring steps of those experiments are executed as follows: 
(a) a third-part IR sensor is installed in a H20 mobile robot; (b) put the chosen H20 
mobile robot at a position under a special lighting condition and use the RRC of the 
robot to build a simple transportation path which will guides the robot to arrive at the 
prepared position repeatedly; (c) paste a grid paper on the prepared position and 
calibrate the robot’s IR sensor to match the central point of the grid paper; and (d) use 
the RRC to control the robot to repeat the predefined experimental path and record the 
position error every time when the robot reaches the special position. In the 
experiment of light affecting measurement, several landmarks were installed in an 
indoor area inside a life science laboratory with strong ceiling lights as shown in Fig. 
4.8. As displayed in Fig. 4.8, those installed landmarks were located closely to the 
bright lights. In this experiment, the adopted robot was controlled to reach a prepared 
position where was directly below those bright lights. During the robot movements 
the lights were switched several times. 
The experimental results are demonstrated in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. From Figures 
4.9, 4.10 and 4.11, it can be found that: (a) every time when the strong lights were 
turned on the localization performance of the StarGazer module become worse; (b) 
this phenomenon displayed when the strong lights were covered can prove that the 
performance of the StarGazer module is affected by the strong lighting conditions.   
  
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 4.8: Experimental environment with strong lighting: (a) a ceiling landmark can be 
recognized rightly without strong lighting condition; (b) the ceiling landmark can not be 
recognized with strong lighting condition; and (c) the ceiling landmark can recognized rightly 
again when the strong lighting condition has been covered by a paper. 
Additionally two experiments using the reflective ceilings and the dark lighting 
condition are also provided in this study. The results showed that the performance of 
the StarGazer module under the dark environment was satisfactory but that under the 
reflective ceilings was unsatisfactory. The detailed results can be found in Appendixes 
C.1 and C.2.  
 
Figure 4.9: Measured errors of direction 
 
Figure 4.10:  Meaured errors of position X 
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Figure 4.11:  Meaured errors of position Y 
4.2.2 Floor Landmark Based Local Localization 
As demonstrated in Section 4.2.1, the performance of the StarGazer localization is 
unsatisfactory when it is implemented in the strong-lighting and reflective ceiling 
environments. But on the other hand the StarGazer module also has many impressive 
advantages. For instance, it is easy to be extended for large laboratories after 
installing additional landmarks and the cost of landmark installing is economic.  
To improve the performance of the StarGazer module, in this study a hybrid method is 
proposed as demonstrated in Fig. 4.12. In this hybrid architecture, the works of the 
robot indoor localization have been classified into two kinds and in each one an 
independent solution is presented: (a) the StarGazer module working with the ceiling 
landmarks is retained to do the global indoor localization for the whole laboratory 
environments; (b) and a new method using a robot on-board Kinect depth sensor and a 
series of floor landmarks is presented to do the local localization for some 
high-precision required conditions (positions).  
Global 
Localization
Local 
Localization
Transportation Indoor 
LocalizationFor the whole 
laboratory
For the high-precision
 required positions
StarGazer 
Module
Ceiling 
Landmark
Microsoft 
Kinect 
Sensor
Floor 
Landmark
 
Figure 4.12: Hybrid method of indoor localization for laboratory transportation 
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4.2.2.1 Microsoft Kinect Sensor 
In the local localization, one kind of Microsoft Kinect sensors is installed in the H20 
mobile robots to detect the color floor landmarks for the function of robot posture 
correction. Kinect sensor is a new production of Microsoft company [112] which was 
originally designed for the game playing. However it has been validated that it is 
qualified for engineering applications, especially for mobile robotics [113]–[115]. The 
specifications of the Microsoft Kinect sensor are given in Appendix A.2. 
L. Cheng et al. developed a human-robot interactive demonstration system using the 
Microsoft Kinect sensor [113]. To let the non-expert users control the humanoid 
robots freely, they used the Kinect sensor to recognize the different body gestures of 
the operating human to control a demonstrated robot named Aldebaran humanoid 
robot Nao. 
D.S.O. Correa et al. presented a system for surveillance mobile robot indoor 
navigation [114]. In their works, two main components were provided. The first one 
was to use the depth sensor of a Microsoft Kinect to detect the obstacles. The second 
one was to adopt an artificial neural network (ANN) to identify different obstacle 
configurations for the indoor navigation. The ANN was trained by the data measured 
from the Kinect sensor. A Pioneer P3-AT robot equipped with a Kinect sensor was 
given to estimate the performance of their proposed system.   
N. Moriyama et al. discussed the developed of a navigation component for JAUS 
(Joint Architecture for Unmanned System) compliant mobile robots using the Kinect 
sensor [115]. In their paper, a laser range finder and a Kinect sensor were both 
employed to measure three-dimensional indoor environments, and an experiment was 
implemented to confirm the validity of this proposed Kinect-based navigation 
algorithm and system. More robotic applications using the Microsoft Kinect sensor 
can be seen in references [116]–[121]. 
Based on the upper mentioned literatures on Kinect robotic applications, the 
advantages of the Microsoft Kinect can be summaries as follows: 
 Compared to normal 2D cameras, the Kinect sensor can be regarded as a 3D 
camera, which generates both of a 2D real-time image and a group of grid 
distances between the pixels in the 2D image and the recognized objects. This 
function of depth measurement is useful for the robot image-based localization 
and collision avoidance. 
 The development API of the Kinect sensor has abundant functions and 
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properties, which allow the designers to develop their applications in a short 
time. The producer of the Kinect sensor-Microsoft company opens the latest 
development kits for the engineers. 
 As mentioned in Chapter 2, every H20 mobile robot has an on-board laptop on 
which the RBC will run. Since the Kinect sensor has a USB port, it can be 
integrated conveniently by the RBC of the H20 robots without any hardware 
revision. This is also one of the reasons why we select the Kinect sensor 
instead of other possible solutions in the local localization.  
4.2.2.2 Strategy of Local Localization 
The working mechanism of the proposed local localization is demonstrated in Fig. 
4.13. It is explained as follows: In a transportation executing process, the selected 
H20 mobile robot will be given a path with a series of waypoints by the RRC. In this 
sequence, all of waypoints are measured and recorded automatically by the 
corresponding RBC. For the normal waypoints, the RBC will only use the Stargazer 
module and the ceiling landmarks to navigate the robots. If one of the waypoints 
needs high-precision localization, a floor landmark (red color circle) can be set in 
those positions. When the robot goes to those special positions, the robot on-board 
Kinect sensor will be activated automatically by the RBC to capture the floor 
landmark then the correcting parameters can be calculated by the RBC. The calculated 
results will be sent directly to the RBC motion module for the robot posture correction. 
A H20 robot carrying a Kinect sensor is shown in Fig. 4.14.  
H20 Mobile 
Robot
Kinect 
Sensor
Floor 
Landmark
 
Figure 4.13: Graphical chart of local localization 
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Figure 4.14: Kinect application in laboratory indoor local localization 
Based on the upper proposed strategy, a software component is developed based on 
the Microsoft C# and the Microsoft Kinect Software Development Kit (SDK) as 
shown in Fig. 4.15. From Fig. 4.15, it can be seen that the developed GUI not only 
measures the distance between the moving robot and the floor landmark but also 
calculates the real-time errors (Coordinates X and Y) of those high-precision required 
positions. The correcting errors will be loaded to the H20 motion modules for the 
position correction. The workflow of the Kinect correcting function in this GUI is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.16. An experiment of this floor-based localization is provided in 
Appendix C.3. 
 
Figure 4.15: Main GUI of Kinect local localization function 
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Figure 4.16: Flowchart of robot Kinect componnet 
As shown in Fig. 4.16, the detailed steps of the Kinect correcting computation can be 
explained as follows: 
 The RBC of a mobile robot sends a starting command to the GUI of the Robot 
Kinect Component (RKC) to drive the function of local localization; 
 The RKC in this RBC measures the image and depth frame from the on-board 
Kinect sensor (the RGB and depth values for every pixel in the view); 
 A color filter is executed on the sampled image frame; 
 Build a Cartesian coordinate in the image frame; 
 Detect the expected RBC object of the floor landmark and draw a rectangle or 
circle coving the landmark; 
 Calculate the coordinates of the central pixel of the coving rectangle or circle 
in the built Cartesian coordinate and read the depth value of the central pixel. 
 The RBC controls the robot moving to the floor landmark using the calculated 
distance and correcting coordinates; 
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Chapter 5  Collision Avoidance 
5.1 Introduction 
Collision avoidance means the moving mobile robots recognize the front dynamic 
obstacles and select an alternative avoidance way automatically. The issue of robotic 
collision avoidance includes two main kinds: arm collision avoidance and motion 
collision avoidance. The first one happens when robots catch some objects through 
their arms, which always relates with the computation of robot arm kinematics. It tries 
to find a safe trajectory avoiding collide any other objects for every arm joint. The 
second one is for the mobile robots to move smoothly in an indoor environment 
without colliding any persons or obstacles.  
In this study, the arm collision avoidance copes with the static obstacles (e.g. labwares 
on laboratory workbenches) and the motion collision avoidance handles with the 
dynamic objects (e.g. humans). The chapter emphasizes on the second one-motion 
collision avoidance. In recent years, there are some proposed methods on this topic, 
which are reviewed as follows:  
C.Y. Lee et al. compared the performance between multi-ultrasonic sensors with fixed 
beam-with and that with different beam-widths then presented a robot indoor collision 
detecting method based on the comparing results [122]. In their proposed method, two 
different kinds of ultrasonic sensors have been used: small-beam width sensors were 
asked to detect environments with high resolution and large-beam width sensors were 
activated to measure possible obstacles in robot motion. An experiment showed that 
the method was effective for the robot collision measurement in a complex room.  
H.D. Kim et al. studies the SLAM of mobile robots in indoor environments with 
Digital Magnetic Compass (DMC) and ultrasonic sensors [123]. Those two kinds of 
environment sensors were utilized to let mobile robots do autonomous path planning 
and collision avoidance. Also as they said, some computation intelligence models 
were presented to infuse the gotten distance data to perceive the robots’ indoor 
positions.  
K. Izumi et al. proposed an obstacle avoidance method for a quadruped walking robot 
using both of camera images and ultrasonic sensors [124]. In their application, a 
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single camera was used to sample the rough information of three-dimensional 
obstacles while additional ultrasonic sensors were installed to obtain the accurate 
information of those obstacles. The proposed fusing measure using more signal 
resources was proved through several experiments provided in that paper. 
S. Cui et al. proposed a fuzzy based method for mobile robot obstacle avoidance 
[125]. In the method the environment surrounding parameters were measured by robot 
installing ultrasonic sensors then the sampled data were loaded to a dual-component 
fuzzy controller. There were two fuzzy models proposed: one was for the obstacle 
avoidance, and the other one was designed to guide the robot move to the targets.  
H.W. Je et al. presented a collision observer to detect the collisions between service 
robots and unknown obstacles [126]. In the method, they did not need any extra data 
from outside sensors such as the force, tactile or visual information. Instead of the 
normal sensors, the collision in that paper was measured by an observer considering 
two parameters: current value and control inputting value. This method was validated 
by a real experiment successfully. 
P. Vadakkepat et al. combined Artificial Potential Field (APF) and genetic algorithm 
(GA) for real-time robot path planning considering indoor obstacles [127]. In the 
paper, kinds of potential field functions for obstacles and target positions were defined, 
the APF was employed to identify the optimal potential field functions, and a new 
algorithm named escape-force was presented to avoid the phenomenon of local 
optimization by the APF. Several simulated results showed that the method was 
efficient and robust for robot avoidance path planning. More similar cases on the topic 
of robot indoor collision avoidance can be found in references [116], [128]–[131].  
From the upper literature reviewing, it can be analyzed that: (a) in most applications 
of indoor robots, the collision avoidance is desired; (b) to detect the robot surrounding 
obstacles, the cameras and ultrasonic sensors are generally adopted; (c) among the 
collision path planning, the APF method is one of the most successful ones. This 
Chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 demonstrates the existent functions of the 
collision avoidance in the H20 mobile robots; Section 5.3 presents two new methods 
to solve the existent collision avoidance problems of the H20 robots; and Section 5.4 
concludes the results of this Chapter. 
5.2  Original Collision Avoidance of H20 Robots 
In H20 mobile robots, the issue of collision avoidance has been considered and 
included. A series of environment measuring sensors including the ultrasonic sensors 
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and the IR sensors are used to detect the surrounding obstacles and a method named 
APF based algorithm is utilized for the robot collision local path planning. This 
section will discuss the collision avoidance performance of the H20 robots and 
analyze the existent problems. 
5.2.1 Measuring Sensors 
Fig. 5.1 shows the configuration of sensor modules in the H20 robots, which include 5 
ultrasonic sensors (Sonar sensors), 10 IR range sensors and 2 motor encoders. The 
ultrasonic sensors and IR sensors are installed in the robot basis and body for the 
obstacle measurement, and the motor encoders are included for the robot motion 
control.  
 
 A-J Positions: IR Sensors
 O/P/K/L/M Positions: Ultrasonic Sensors (Sonars)
 T/U Posiitons: Motor Encoders  
Figure 5.1: Sensing modules in H20 mobile robots for the collision avoidance [41] 
5.2.2 Avoidance Path Planning 
The H20 mobile robots adopt the APF for the collision local path planning. The APF 
is firstly proposed by Professor O. Khatib at Stanford University in 1995 [132]. In the 
APF, the robot is regarded as a particle moving immersed in a potential field, which is 
generated both by the target and by the obstacles. Every target makes an attractive 
potential while at the same time every obstacle generates a repulsive potential. The 
robot in the potential environment is subject to the action of a force driving it to the 
target while keeping it away from all obstacles. As demonstrated in Fig. 5.2, the robot 
actually will move by the action of the integration force Fint of the attractive force 
Fatt and the repulsive force Frep. Due to the simple computation and effective 
performance of the APF, it has been regarded as one of the most important algorithms 
for the robot collision avoidance and generally applied in robotic applications [133], 
[134]. The detailed computational steps of the APF can be found in references [127], 
[132], [135].  
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Figure 5.2: Mechanism of APF 
5.2.3 Existent Problems 
As explained in Section 5.2.2, the APF controls the robots moving to the targets based 
on kinds of integrated forces. Based on our previous experiments, we find that in most 
cases the APF can work effectively. But when the angle between the Fatt and the 
Frep is big, the integrated force would be insufficient to drive the robots out of the 
repulsive potential, and then the robots will easily go into a vibrating phenomenon as 
shown in Fig. 5.3. In this study the robots will run different sizes of laboratory rooms 
including some narrow corridors, so this disadvantage of the APF must be solved. 
 
Figure 5.3: Vibrating phenomenon of APF 
5.3 Improved Methods 
To solve the vibrating phenomenon of the APF, two improved methods are provided 
in this application.  
 One is to measure a longer distance between the robot and the obstacle. As 
explained in Section 5.2.3, if an obstacle could be found earlier and further, it 
is more possible to avoid the dead vibrating phenomenon. The robot on-board 
Kinect Sensor adopted in Chapter 4 for the robot indoor localization is also 
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utilized for the obstacle measurements in this chapter. Based on the Kinect 
sensor, not only the distance between the robot and the obstacle can be 
measured, but also the shape of the obstacle can be recognized. Another reason 
of using the Kinect sensor in the collision avoidance is explained as follows: 
in laboratories, sometimes the mobile robots need to find and avoid the 
obstacles in the other sides of some glass doors or walls. In those cases the 
Kinect sensors can be used instead of the traditional ultrasonic sensors. Two 
examples of Kinect obstacle recognition in the study are demonstrated in 
Figures 5.4 and 5.5. 
  
Figure 5.4: Human obstacle shape & skeleton recognition 
 
  
Figure 5.5: Obstacle depth recognition 
 The second one is to path the collision avoidance in a global view. Since the 
RRC reads all positions of the running mobile robots, it is good to do a global 
path planning in the RRC side to avoid the collisions. Once the RRC finds 
more than two mobile robots are going to the same waypoint (position), it can 
control them to reach the position at different time by controlling the robot 
running speeds. The control priority could be decided based on considering 
both of their power status and important levels of the given transportation 
tasks. The global method of robot collision avoidance is demonstrated in 
Algorithm 5.1. The detailed computational steps of the adopted methods for 
the global path planning can be found in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Algorithm 5.1: Global collision avoidance adopted in this study 
Input: A series of distances between the robots and the obstacles. 
1:   d1 = the real-time sonar distance. 
3:   d2 = the APF activation distance. 
4:   d3 = the APF termination distance. 
5:   while read the real-time distance do 
6:     if d1<d2 do 
7:         Start a collision avoidance program. 
10:    if d1>d3 do 
11:    Do a collision avoidance using the APF local navigation method. 
12:    else 
13:    Do a collision avoidance using the Floyd/GA path planning method 
11:    end if 
15:   else 
16:      Stop the collision avoidance program. 
17:   end if 
18:   return a collision avoidance path 
5.4 Discussions 
This chapter discusses the disadvantages of the function of collision avoidance in the 
H20 mobile robots. The analyzing results show that the collision avoidance of the 
H20 robots almost cannot be used in narrow laboratory environments. To improve the 
performance of this existent function, a new method is presented as follows: (a) in 
every H20 robot, an additional Kinect depth sensor is installed to measure farer 
obstacles and some obstacles in the other sides of laboratory glass doors. Compared to 
the existent ultrasonic sensors adopted in the H20 robots, the Kinect sensors not only 
can measure the distances between the obstacles and the robots but also can recognize 
the shapes of obstacles. The capacity of shape recognition is good for the following 
path planning work; and (b) a global avoidance path planning idea is proposed. As 
explained in Chapters 6 and 7, the transportation path planning is based on kinds of 
maps with a series of defined waypoints. So it is possible to control the robots to 
avoid each other by adjusting their running speeds. It means the issue of avoidance 
path planning will be considered together with the topic of transportation path 
planning. 
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Chapter 6  Map Theory Based P2P Path Planning 
6.1 Introduction 
In this study the H20 mobile robots are always asked to do peer-to-peer (P2P) transportation 
tasks. So the work of path planning for the H20 robots is crucial. As explained in Chapter 2, 
the distributed RRC-RBC system architecture is adopted to organize the transportation. In the 
RBC of every H20 mobile robot, an independent transportation map will be defined. When 
the RBC is connected to a RRC, the RRC will do path planning for the corresponding robot 
and wait for a coming PMS transportation task. To do effective path planning for the RBCs, in 
the RRC side two kinds of works are indispensable: to sample all defined positions from the 
connected RBCs and to choose a right algorithm for path planning computation. The first 
topic will be given in details in Chapter 9 and the second one will be discussed in this 
Chapter.  
This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 proposes a hybrid strategy using two 
algorithms from the map theory for the robot P2P path planning; Section 6.3 analyzes the 
performance of the two map theory-based planning algorithms; and Section 6.4 concludes the 
results of this chapter. 
6.2 Hybrid Strategy 
To have effective P2P path planning, a hybrid method based on Floyd algorithm and Dijkstra 
algorithm is proposed in this Chapter, which includes two computational modes:  
 Off-line mode: Once the RRC receives all the prepared waypoints from the RBCs, the 
Floyd algorithm will be run at once to calculate all the shortest paths for any two 
waypoints. Once the RRC receives a transportation task from a higher PMS system, it 
will select the best mobile robot for the task and give it a path (the shortest path by 
default) automatically by searching for the corresponding stored path matrix. This 
process is a kind of off-line path planning mode. 
 
 On-line mode: Once the RRC finds the next waypoint of the current running path is 
not available for a RBC (e.g. being occupied by a robot or a person), the Dijkstra 
algorithm will be immediately started to determine an alternative path between the 
robot current position and the target position for the RBC. If it is impossible to find an 
alternative path for this RBC (robot), the RRC will choose another mobile robot to go 
on the transportation process. This process is a kind of on-line path planning mode. 
Actually this mode is also strongly related with the issue of collision avoidance 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
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6.2.1 Floyd Algorithm 
Floyd algorithm is one of the most popular graph algorithms for finding the all-pairs shortest 
paths in a positive or negative weighted graph, proposed by a computer scientist Robert Floyd 
[136]. Due to its robust performance and simple computation, it is popular in the issue of robot 
shortest path planning [137]–[142]. 
The main computational steps of the Floyd algorithm are explained as follows: (a) define an 
initial Distance Matrix DM (i,j) to record all adjacent edges for a graph; (b) establish an initial 
Path Matrix PM (i,j) to save all the numbers of the intermediate vertices in a shortest path 
between two vertices i and j; (c) do an iterative process to find all the potential intermediate 
vertices among the data set of vertices. A searching algorithm is demonstrated in Algorithm 
6.1; (d) after an iterative searching process finishes, the initial DM will be become as a final 
DM to store all the shortest distance for any two vertices, and the initial PM will save the 
corresponding numbers of passing intermediate vertices. 
Algorithm 6.1: An iterative loop of the Floyd algorithm 
1:  Initialize DM(i,j) and PM(i,j) 
2:  Loop k=1:n 
3:         Loop  i=1:n 
4:               Loop  j=1:n 
5:                     If  DM(i,j)>DM(i,k)+DM(k,j) 
6:                          DM(i,j)=DM(i,k)+DM(k,j); 
7:                          PM(i,j)=PM(i,k); 
8:                     End If 
9:               End Loop  
10:       End Loop 
11: End Loop 
A transportation map including five waypoints is presented to demonstrate the working 
mechanism of the Floyd algorithm as displayed in Fig. 6.1. From the coordinate values of 
those waypoints in the map, a Floyd initial Distance Matrix can be calculated in Table 6.1. 
Based on the Floyd searching process described in Algorithm 6.1, the final Distance Matrix 
(DM) and Path Matrix (PM) can be demonstrated in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. From the 
Tables 6.2 and 6.3, the shortest path and its related distance for any two waypoints can be 
abstracted easily. For instance, the shortest path between the waypoint ① and the waypoint 
④ can be output as a sequence of ①-②-③-④.  
1 2 43
5
(0,0) (2,0)
(4,0)
(6,0)
(4,1)  
Figure 6.1: A demonstrated map with five working waypoints 
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Table 6.1 Initial distance matrix of Floyd algorithm 
Distance 1 2 3 4 5 
1 0 2 ∞ 8 ∞ 
2 2 0 2 8 2.236 
3 ∞ 2 0 2 1 
4 8 8 2 0 2.236 
5 ∞ 2.236 1 2.236 0 
 
Table 6.2 Final distance matrix of Floyd algorithm 
Distance 1 2 3 4 5 
1 0 2 4 6 4.236 
2 2 0 2 4 2.236 
3 4 2 0 2 1 
4 6 4 2 0 2.236 
5 4.236 2.236 1 2.236 0 
 
Table 6.3 Final path matrix of Floyd algorithm 
Numbers of 
intermediate 
waypoints 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 0 2 2,3 2,3,4 2,5 
2 1 0 3 3,4 5 
3 2,1 2 0 4 5 
4 3,2,1 3,2 3 0 5 
5 2,1 2 3 4 0 
 
6.2.2  Dijkstra Algorithm 
In the robot path planning, there is an important issue that needs to be considered. When a 
robot is implementing an attributed Floyd path but the next waypoint in his path is just being 
occupied by another robot or a laboratory person, how to find an alternative on-line path 
quickly?  
For this problem there are two simple solves: (a) one is to stop the moving robot to wait until 
the next waypoint becomes available again; and (b) the other is to re-run the finished Floyd 
program to update the existent shortest path matrix. Obviously the first one is not effective. As 
for the second one, it is also not preferred. Because once the Floyd algorithm is re-started, it 
will update all the shortest paths for any two waypoints including those passed ones because 
of the computational mechanism of the Floyd algorithm. Suppose in a huge waypoint case, 
the re-running process will cost a considerable time.  
In this study Dijkstra algorithm is employed to solve this kind of emergencies. For example, 
in Fig. 6.1 when a robot is moving on this path and the waypoint ③ is just being occupied 
by another robot, an alternative path using a sequence of ②-⑤-④ can be presented easily by 
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the Dijkstra searching. Similar to the Floyd algorithm, the Dijkstra algorithm is also a famous 
algorithm in map theory, which is proposed to determine the single-source shortest path in a 
positive weighted graph. H.I. Kang et al. developed a path planning algorithm based on 
Dijkstra algorithm and particle swarm optimization [143]. Y. Chao et al. proposed an 
improved Dijkstra algorithm for the two-station shortest path planning in a big city [144].  
The searching process of the Dijkstra algorithm can be demonstrated as follows: (a) Build a 
Path Set (PS) to record the intermediate waypoints for the shortest path. At the beginning the 
PS only has the starting waypoint (named ‘A’ point); (b) Initialize an Unvisited Set (US) to 
include all the waypoints except the starting waypoint; (c) Calculate all the distances between 
the ‘A’ point and its linked waypoints in the US, choose the shortest path and move its 
connected waypoint (named ‘B’ point) to PS; (d) Recalculate all the distances between the ‘B’ 
point and its linked waypoints in the US, then pick up the waypoint from the US whose path 
to the ‘A’ point through the ‘B’ point is the shortest; (f) Do an iterative searching process until 
the ending waypoint has been moved into the PS successfully, then the shortest path can be 
found in the PS based on the starting and ending points. The detailed calculation steps of the 
Dijkstra algorithm can be found in references [132-133]. 
6.3 Discussions 
In this chapter a hybrid map theory-based path planning method is proposed for the P2P 
transportation tasks. It considers both of the simplicity and the flexibility of the path planning, 
which is comprised of two working modes (off-line/on-line). Based on the mode of off-line 
path planning, all available transportation paths can be calculated by the Floyd algorithm once 
the RRC receives all parameters of the predefined waypoints from the connected RBCs. 
Based on the mode of on-line path planning, a fast alternative path can be found by the 
Dijkstra algorithm if there is an emergency in the transportation execution. This hybrid 
method can be programmed conveniently using any mainstream developing languages. The 
developed software and the experiments using this method are demonstrated in Chapters 9 
and 10, respectively. 
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Chapter 7  Artificial Intelligence Based Patrol Path 
Planning 
7.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 6, a map theory based method for the robot P2P path planning in 
laboratories is presented. As described in Chapter 6, the P2P path planning works 
directly for a series of coming transportation tasks. Once the RRC is distributed a 
PMS transportation, it will build a P2P available path (always the shortest path) for 
the chosen mobile robot. However in some cases when the mobile robots are asked to 
go back to the original positions after executing a P2P path, the issue of the P2P path 
planning will become as a topic of patrol path planning. Also in some laboratories the 
mobile robots are controlled to do patrol transportation working together with other 
automated lines. For example, robots are asked to distribute experimental facilities to 
different laboratory workbenches or execute a patrol security task.  
To do patrol path planning, there are two options. One kind is to repeat the process of 
the P2P planning a number of times based on the requirements of the expected 
transportation. The other kind is to plan the patrol path in a global view. Since the first 
one can be executed using the proposed method in Chapter 6, this chapter will focus 
on the second choice-global patrol path planning using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and 
Artificial Ant Colony Algorithm (AACA).  
This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 presents a robot patrol path planning 
using the GA algorithm; Section 7.3 presents a robot patrol path planning using the 
AACA algorithm; Section 7.4 provides a comparison of the performance of the GA 
and AACA in the application; and Section 7.5 concludes the results of this chapter. 
7.2 Genetic Algorithm 
GA is a global optimal algorithm, which imitates the principles of biological evolution. 
It has been regarded as one of the best methods of global intelligent optimization. Y. 
Hu et al. proposed a knowledge based GA algorithm for the path planning of a mobile 
robot in unstructured environments [145]; H.Y. Wang et al. designed a PID 
(Proportional Integral Derivative) for the control of positions and velocities of mobile 
robots using the GA [146]; J.S. Kong et al. presented an optimal gait generation for a 
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humanoid robot using the GA [147]; N. Sadati et al. used a hybrid method based on 
Hopfield neural networks and genetic algorithm for solving the issue of robot motion 
planning in crisp environments [148].  
The main calculation steps of the GA include making codes on chromosomes, 
generating initial populations, defining the fitness function and applying the 
evolutionary process, including selection, crossover, and mutation operations. A 
completed workflow of the GA is demonstrated in Fig. 7.1. 
Start
Stop GA 
optimization
Initial populations
based on a prepared 
path map 
Calculate fitness
Yes
Termination criterion
Satisfied?
Selection
Crossover and 
Mutation
New populations
No
End
Output a 
robot path
 
 
Figure 7.1: Computational steps of the GA 
7.2.2 Chromosome coding 
The traditional binary coding [149] and real-number coding [150] in GA theory do not 
suit for the case, so a new sequence coding is proposed. The new chromosome 
encoding from Node 1 (Starting point) to Node K (Destination point) is demonstrated 
in Fig. 7.2. A chromosome will be recorded as a list of nodes. 
1
2 K-2
3 K-1 K
Path:
Chromosome: 1 2 3 K-1 K-2 K...
 
Figure 7.2: A robot path and its encoding format 
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7.2.3 Generation of initial populations 
There are two ways to generate the initial populations: random initialization and 
heuristic initialization. Although the first one can guarantee the diversity of the 
populations, it is easy to cause a searching failure and needs more training time. To 
avoid obtaining a dead-loop or broken path in the graph map searching, a heuristic 
rule is proposed as follows: (a) only the connected waypoints can be included in the 
initial populations; (b) any waypoint is not allowed to be selected and included in the 
initial populations more than twenty times except for the starting point and the 
destination point; and (c) all the initial populations are generated in random by 
selected the connected middle points between the starting point and the destination 
point. As for the size of populations, it will be decided considering both of the model 
performance and the path searching time. 
7.2.4 Fitness function 
To simplify the GA searching process, a fitness function is defined as follows: 
1
( ), ( 1)
1
1
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i L
G j G j
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
 
(Equation 7.1) 
Where F is the fitness value of a chromosome i, is L the length of the chromosome i, 
Gi(j) represents the gene (waypoint) of the path j in the chromosome i, and D is the 
distance between points. 
7.2.5 Selection operation 
The purpose of the selection operation is to improve the average quality of the 
population by giving the high-quality chromosomes a better chance to get copied into 
the next generation. Here the roulette wheel algorithm is adopted to do the selection 
operation. It selects the chromosomes based on their fitness results relative to the 
average fitness of the other chromosomes in the population.    
7.2.6 Crossover operation 
Crossover operation examines the current chromosomes to find better ones, which 
will guarantee the diversity of the solution space. To avoid the waypoint off-chain 
phenomenon of the parents caused by this crossover operation, two chromosomes 
selected for the crossover operation should have at least one common point except for 
the starting and destination points.  
The detailed steps of the crossover operation are proposed as: (a) find the common 
points between two parent chromosomes except the starting and destination points; 
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Select any point randomly among those found common points as a crossover position; 
(c) execute a crossover operation. An example of the new crossover operation is 
demonstrated in Fig. 7.3. 
1
2
43
5 8
6 7
Path Parent 1: 1 3 5 6 7 8
Path Parent 2: 1 2 3 4 6 8
 
Parent Population 1:
(1,3,5,6,7,8)
Parent Population 2:
(1,2,3,4,6,8)
Find the common points 
as: (3,6)
Select a random point 
among (3,6), suppose the 
Point 3 is chosen.
Child Population 1:
(1,3,4,6,8)
Child Population 2:
(1,2,3,5,6,7,8)
Execute the crossover 
operation as follows:
Finish
 
Figure 7.3: An example of the crossover operation 
7.2.7 Mutation operation 
To increase the diversity of the populations and prevent the premature convergence 
phenomenon during GA iterative searching process, a new rule of the mutation 
operation is proposed as follows: (a) select a random gene (waypoint) from the parent 
chromosome as the selection position; (b) find all the waypoints be connected to the 
selection waypoint as the potential mutation points; (c) choose a point from the found 
potential mutation points randomly as the official mutation points; (d) based on the 
calculated results by Floyd algorithm, find two shortest paths between the starting 
point and the mutation point, the mutation point and the destination point, respectively; 
(e) check if the two new sub paths have a common waypoint (the purpose of the check 
is to avoid a possible dead-loop problem): if no, merge them as the new child 
chromosome to replace the parent one; if yes, reselect an official mutation point.  
A case of using the new mutation operation for a supposed map (see Fig. 7.4) is 
demonstrated in Fig. 7.5. 
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6 7
2 3 4 5
98
1
 
Figure 7.4: A topology graph with nine waypoints 
Suppose a chromosome as
(1,2,3,4,5) in Fig.9
Based on Fig.9, find all the 
waypoints connected to the Point 3 
to build a potential Mutation Set 
(MS) as: (6,8)
Select a point in the MS in random 
as the mutation position, suppose 
the Point 6 is chosen
Sub Path 1: 
(1,6)
Sub Path 2:
(6,7,5)
Based on the calculated results by the Floyd 
algorithm, find the shorest path from the starting 
Point 1 to the Point 6, from the Point 6 to the 
destination Point 5, respectively.
Finish
Output Output
Select a point in the upper 
chromosome randomly: 
suppose the Point 3 is 
chosen
Output a new mutation population 
by merging the upper two shorest 
paths as: (1,6,7,5)
No
Compare whether the two sub pathes 
have a common point except Point 6
Yes
Repeat the 
whole 
process
 
Figure 7.5: An example of the mutation operation 
7.3 Artificial Ant Colony Algorithm 
AACA is a member in artificial swarm intelligence methods, which is initially 
proposed by Marco Dorigo in 1992 in his doctoral thesis. It simulates the group 
activities of ants in finding foods [151]. As shown in Fig. 7.6, a group of ants are 
asked to find a food where is away to their nest. At the beginning (see Fig. 7.6.A), ants 
will go and back between the nest and the food position normally. When there is an 
obstacle suddenly showing on their path to the food (see Fig. 7.6.B), they will avoid 
the obstacle by passing through the side paths randomly (see Fig. 7.6.C). But during 
their avoiding movements, they will leave some smelling information (pheromone) on 
their walking paths. The next ants will change their paths based on the previous ants’ 
pheromone, which show the distances of the avoiding paths. After a short time, all 
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ants will find the shorter path to avoid the obstacle (see Fig. 7.6.D). The AACA is 
original from this phenomenon. In this chapter, the AACA is adopted to find the 
shortest paths for kinds of robot patrol transportation tasks.  
 
Figure 7.6: Working mechanism of AACA 
In the AACA, the computational steps can be demonstrated in Fig 7.7, which includes 
initialization of model parameters, establishment of solution space, update of ant 
pheromone and determination of model termination.  
Start
Initialization of 
Model Parameters
Maximum of Iterative 
Steps?
NO
Establishment of 
Solution Space
Update of Ant 
Pheromone
Output Results
YES
End
 
Figure 7.7: Computational steps of the AACA 
In the AACA, the key parameters include number of ants, pheromone concentration, 
pheromone factor, heuristic function factor, pheromone quantity and number of 
iterative steps. Here a series of equations are adopted to explain those parameters. 
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Equation 7.2 calculates the transfer probability Pij for an ant K between the position i 
and the position j. In the Equation 7.2, ( )ij t  is the pheromone concentration at time 
t between the position i and the position j, ( )ij t  is the heuristic function at time t 
between the position i and the position j, α is the pheromone factor, β is the heuristic 
function factor and A is the allowed assemble which records all no passed positions. 
In the AACA, this step of selecting the next passing position for an ant is one of the 
most important computational steps, because it guides the ants to choose the shortest 
paths. The positions with more pheromone concentration will have higher probability 
to be selected by ants.  
On the other hand, to avoid the phenomenon of algorithm premature convergence, the 
AACA updates the pheromone in every iterative step. It will add the new pheromone 
and also volatilize the existent pheromone by using the following equations: 
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 (Equation 7.3) 
Where 
k
ij  is the added concentrate between the position i and the position j by the 
ant k in an iterative process, 
ij  is the total added pheromone concentrate caused 
by all working ants between the position i and the position j in an iterative process, 
and ρ is the pheromone volatilization factor.  
For calculating the k
ij , three different equations are presented as: 
k
ij
k
Q
L
   (Equation 7.4) 
Where Q is an ant’s whole pheromone quantity in an iterative step, and kL  is the 
whole distance including all passed positions by an ant in an iterative step. 
k
ij
ij
Q
D
   (Equation 7.5) 
Where Q is an ant’s whole pheromone quantity in an iterative step, and ijD is the 
distance between two adjacent positions by an ant in an iterative step.   
k
ij Q   (Equation 7.6) 
Where Q is an ant’s whole pheromone quantity in an iterative step. 
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Based on the different computational equations to update the new pheromone, three 
computational systems of the AACA are defined: ant cycle system, ant quantity 
system and ant density system. In this study, the ant quantity system is used.  
7.4 Comparison of GA and AACA 
An algorithm experiment is provided to compare the performance of the GA and the 
AACA in this study. In this experiment, a group of 100 positions is adopted as the 
testing data. The GA and the AACA are asked to find the shortest path based on those 
100 positions, respectively. This experiment can simulate that a mobile robot is 
controlled to patrol a series of 100 interested positions in laboratories.  
The experimental results of the GA are given in Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10. Fig. 7.8 
displays the result without the GA computation. Fig. 7.9 shows the results with the 
GA computation. As given in Fig. 7.10, the GA needs around 1200 iterative steps to 
get the final optimization.   
 
 
Figure 7.8: The random planning result without GA computation 
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Figure 7.9: The planning result with GA computation 
 
Figure 7.10: The iterative process of the GA computation 
The experimental results of the AACA are given in Figures 7.11 and 7.12. Finally a 
path with a length of 8190m is selected as shown in Fig. 7.11. As shown in Fig. 7.12, 
in the AACA searching process only after 55 iterative steps an ant finds a satisfactory 
path, after 150 steps all ants also find this path. The parameters of the AACA used in 
the comparison are listed in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1: Algorithm parameters of AACA training 
Parameter Value 
Number of Ants 50 
Pheromone Factor 10 
Heuristic Function Factor 100 
Pheromone Quantity 0.5 
Pheromone Volatilization Factor 0.4 
Number of Iterative Steps 0.95 
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Figure 7.11: The planning result with AACA computation 
 
 
Figure 7.12: The iterative process of the AACA computation 
 
Comparing Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.12, it can be found that the performance of the ACCA 
is much better than that of the GA. The GA uses 1200 steps to find a path with a 
length of 8497m, but the AACA only costs around 55 steps to get a path with a length 
of 8190m. In our opinions, the reason to the results can be explained as follows: 
although the GA has the possibility to find a global result if it runs rightly, it is still 
easy to drop into a local optimized area because it does not have feedback signals 
from its GA operating process. All of the GA operations are executed using the 
random principle. As for the AACA, although it also adopts the random principle in 
the computational process, but at the same time it utilizes the signal feedback rule. For 
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example, although at the beginning of the iterations all of ants are distributed 
randomly in every position, every ant will leave the pheromone information on their 
paths to guide the latter coming ants. This is one kind of positive feedback.  
7.5 Discussions 
In the chapter two intelligent algorithms (the GA and the AACA) are adopted to do 
the patrol path planning for the mobile robot transportation in this study. A 
performance comparison between the GA and the AACA is provided based on the 
same experimental position data. The comparing results show that: (a) both of the GA 
and the AACA are effective in the path planning with huge numbers of data; and (b) 
due to the AACA has the capacity to receive the feedback information from the 
algorithm iterations, its performance is better than that of the GA.  
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Chapter 8  Multi-Robot Charging Management 
8.1 Introduction 
In laboratory mobile robot transportation, an important issue named charging 
management has to be considered. When the mobile robots are asked to do 
long-distance transportation, they definitely need to carry rechargeable batteries. 
When a big number of mobile robots are working together, their effective re-charging 
management becomes complicated. In our opinions, to solve this technical issue, three 
aspects are essential: (a) a system (or module) to measure power voltages from all 
working mobile robots. This module will control the mobile robots to go charging 
automatically if their batteries are exhausted soon. This module can be integrated with 
other measurement modules in the Server/Client centers (e.g., motion module, arm 
module and indoor localization); (b) a fully automated charging station is desired. 
This station should at least have the functions of auto-docking and auto-recharging. 
When a mobile robot reaches an expected position where the charging station is 
installed, it can do re-charging automatically. On the other hand, when a mobile robot 
finishes charging, it also can leave the station automatically; and (c) there is an 
optimized question: how to configure the charging stations most scientifically so 
mobile robots can work in laboratories most effectively.  
In this chapter the methods to solve the upper three issues are presented, which are 
organized as follows: Section 8.2 proposes a power measurement system for the 
laboratory mobile robot based transportation; Section 8.3 discusses a fully-automated 
charging station for laboratory environments; and Section 8.4 studies an intelligent 
method named Artificial Immune Algorithm (AIA) for the optimization of station 
installing positions. 
8.2 Power Measurement System 
This power measurement system is a part of the whole transportation control system. 
Since the transportation system adopts the Client/Server system architecture, the 
power measurement system is designed to be embedded in both of the RRC and the 
RBC as shown in Fig. 8.1. The real-time power voltages of all working H20 mobile 
robots will be measured by their RBC sides and sent to the RRC side. Since the RBCs 
are installed in the robot on-board laptops, besides the power voltages of the robot 
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batteries, the power percentage of the robot laptops are also measured. One of the 
power management GUIs in the RBCs is demonstrated in Fig. 8.2.  
Robot Batteries
Board PCs’ 
Batteries
Robot #1
(TCP/IP API)
Wireless Bridge
(TCP/IP API)
Wireless Bridge
(TCP/IP API)
Robot Remote 
Center-RRC
Robot Internal Network
WIFI
Robot Board 
Center-RBC
Robot External Network
Robot #2
(TCP/IP API)
Robot #n
(TCP/IP API)
Robot Batteries
Board PCs’ 
Batteries
Robot Batteries
Board PCs’ 
Batteries
 
Figure 8.1: Architecture of robot charging management 
 
 
Figure 8.2: GUI of charging control in the RBC 
8.3 Automated Charging Station 
One kind of automated charging stations from Canada DrRobot company is utilized in 
the study (see Fig.8.3 and Fig.8.4). Once the mobile robots touch the plugs of those 
stations, they will go re-charging automatically.  
 
Figure 8.3: Automated charging station [41] 
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Figure 8.4: Charging station installed at Celisca, Germany 
8.4 Optimization of Charging Station Installation 
8.4.1 Artificial Immune Algorithm 
In the study the AIA is presented to optimize the installation of the adopted 
fully-automated charging stations in laboratories, as demonstrated in Fig.8.5. The 
installing positions of the charging stations will be determined by two parameters: (a) 
the distances between all expected transportation positions and the charging stations. 
It means the charging stations should be installed in the area where more working 
positions are included; and (b) the task distribution of all transportation positions. It 
considers the charging stations should be closer to those positions where the mobile 
robots will pass through most frequently. 
 
Figure 8.5: AIA optimization 
8.4.2 Standard Computational Process 
The standard computational steps of the AIA are demonstrated in Fig.8.6, which 
includes five steps: antigen identification, generation of initial antibodies, fitness 
estimation, selection of memory cells and AIA operations (selection, crossover and 
mutation). As shown in Fig.8.6, the working mechanism of the AIA is similar to that 
of the Genetic Algorithm (GA). Both of them run an iterative computational process 
including the operations of selection, crossover and mutation to find the best global 
optimized results. However, there is also an obvious difference between them. The 
AIA has a key step named selection of memory cells beside the standard selection 
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operation together with crossover and mutation. In the AIA iterative step, the best 
antibodies will be selected as memory cells without AIA operations, and they will be 
included in the next new generations. This step is important in an AIA process, 
because it will avoid a negative phenomenon called premature convergence in the GA. 
At the same time to guarantee the diversity of searching populations, the AIA also 
employs the operations of selection, crossover and mutation, which the GA has. 
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Figure 8.6: Standard AIA computational process 
The equation of the fitness Av of an antibody V is adopted as: 
v i ij
i N j M
A T D
 
    (Equation 8.1) 
Where N is the number of inputting positions, M is the number of charging station 
positions, Ti is the number of distributed tasks of the position i, and Dij is the distance 
between the position i and the position j.   
8.4.3 Improved Computational Steps 
In this Chapter two new steps are added in the AIA computation to improve the 
performance of the standard AIA method as shown in Fig. 8.7. 
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Figure 8.7: New AIA computational process 
(a)  New estimation index considering both of fitness and similarity 
The first one is to present a new estimation index to replace the single fitness index to 
select the best antibodies for the AIA operations. This new weighted parameter not 
only considers the fitness of an antibody in a generation but also focus on the 
similarity of the antibody in the generation.  
(1 )v v
v v
A C
P a a
A C
    
 
 (Equation 8.2) 
Where Av is the fitness index of an antibody V, Cv is the similarity index of the 
antibody V, and a is the scale factor which balances the fitness and the similarity for 
AIA operations.   
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(b)  Elitist strategy for AIA operation 
From Equation 8.2 it can be found that in this study the best antibodies will be 
selected by estimating both of their fitness and similarity. The general idea of the new 
estimation index is to promote those antibodies with high fitness and restrain those 
antibodies with high similarity in a generation. However, in some cases those 
antibodies with high fitness are also possible to have high similarity, which could be 
abandoned in the next iteration. To avoid this kind of mistakes, an elitist strategy is 
provided in the selection step of the AIA operations. It means those antibodies with 
obviously excellent fitness can be kept before the selection.   
8.4.4 Results and Analysis 
To demonstrate the effective performance of the proposed AIA method, an experiment 
is provided. A group of position data (see Fig.8.8) and task distribution data (see 
Fig.8.9) are loaded into the AIA model. The results are given in Figures 8.10 and 8.11. 
The model parameters in this experiment are demonstrated in Table 8.1.  
 
 
Figure 8.8: Experimental position inputs 
 
 
Figure 8.9: Experimental task distribution inputs 
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Table 8.1: Algorithm parameters of AIA training 
Parameter Value 
Size of Population 50 
Size of Memory Cells 10 
Number of Iterative Steps 100 
Probability of Crossover 0.5 
Probability of Mutation 0.4 
Probability of Similarity 0.95 
Number of Charging Stations 3 
From Fig. 8.10 and Fig. 8.11, it can be seen that only after six iterative steps an 
optimized result has been found.  
 
Figure 8.10: Iterative steps in Case One 
 
Figure 8.11: Calculated results in Case One 
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Another group of testing task data with different distributed is reloaded into the same 
AIA model as displayed in Fig. 8.12. The results are given in Figures 8.13 and 8.14. 
From Fig. 8.13, it can be seen that an optimized result has been found after seven 
iterative steps. As shown in Figures 8.12 and 8.14, the distributed tasks of a position 
(X: 1332, Y: 695) are changed purposely from 20 to 10000 to check the difference 
AIA result. From Fig. 8.14, it can be found that the best installing positions are totally 
changed which are moved closer to the redefined position (X: 1332, Y: 695). 
 
 
Figure 8.12: Experimental task distribution inputs 
 
 
 
Figure 8.13: Iterative steps in Case Two 
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Figure 8.14: Calculated results in Case Two 
8.1 Discussions 
In this chapter a new method to study the issue of multi-robot charging management 
in laboratory environments is presented. This method consists of a developed robot 
power measurement & control component, a fully automated charging station and an 
ACA-based optimized algorithm. The measurement & control power component is 
executed in both of the RRC and the RBCs of the whole transportation system, a 
series of automated charging stations is also been installed in our laboratories, which 
installing positions are selected by the proposed ACA-based computational algorithm. 
It is good to say here that there are two improvements proposed in the ACA as follows: 
(a) a new estimation index considering both of the fitness and the similarity of an 
antibody is presented to execute the selection operation; and (b) an elitist strategy is 
provided to generate a new group of antibodies.  
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Chapter 9  Software Development 
9.1 Development Environments 
As mentioned in Chapter1, there are three control centers for the transportation 
system: RBC, RRC and RAC. All of them are developed based on Microsoft C# 
language. The C# is a new programming language designed for developing a wide 
range of enterprise applications running on .NET framework. Compared to the 
previous developing languages created by Microsoft company, the C# is faster, safer 
and more object oriented. A developing platform named Microsoft Visual Studio is 
adopted in this study to do the C# programming for the transportation system. 
9.2 Software Architecture 
The architecture of the developed centers is demonstrated in Fig. 9.1. From Fig. 9.1, it 
can be seen that: (a) there are five control modules in the RRC, eight control modules 
in the RBC and three control modules in the RAC; (b) Comparatively, the RBC and 
the RAC are both a hardware control level and the RRC is a software control level. 
All hardware modules (i.e., kinds of sensors, cameras and servo components) inside 
the H20 mobile robots are directly connected to their relevant RBCs, all joint motors 
of the H20 robot arms are also directly controlled by their corresponding RACs, while 
all robot higher control functions are controlled by the RRC; (c) the RRC 
communicates with the other higher systems (e.g. PMS) to let the mobile robot based 
transportation system be integrated in the whole automated process of laboratory 
environments; (d) the RBCs will execute the distributed transportation tasks from the 
RRC by driving the right H20 mobile robots. When the RBCs find the robots reach 
the starting and destination positions of the transportation, they will activate the 
corresponding RACs to execute the arm moving activities; (e) all of important flow 
data (including the robot key data and the transportation status) are stored in a My 
SQL based remote database.  
The workflow of the developed system (software) is demonstrated in Fig. 9.2, which 
can be explained as follows: (a) Configure a path with a series of waypoints for every 
mobile robot by using the RBC. Those paths record all the expected positions in 
laboratories for all available robots; (b) Start the RRC to connect all mobile robots’ 
RRCs to establish TCP/IP communication channels. Once the connections between 
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the RRC and the RBCs are available, all of the robot hardware data and the prepared 
maps will be sent to the RRC from every RBC automatically; (c) Once the RRC 
receives all required data, it will do the path planning calculation for every robot 
based on its built waypoint maps; (d) At the same time the RRC will listen for any 
task from the PMS. Once the RRC receives a transportation task from the PMS, it will 
choose the best mobile robot by checking their real-time indoor positions and powers 
then give it the best path (the shortest path) to finish the transportation task. The 
criterions of selecting robots in the RRC include two kinds: the distance and the 
power; (e) When any running RBC receives a distributed path with a series of 
waypoint numbers, it will control the corresponding mobile robot’s motion module to 
move; and (f) When a mobile robot reaches an expected position controlled by the 
selected RBC, the RBC will send a command to the arm control module inside the 
robot to catch up or put down an experimental facility based on a XML-based control 
file. Currently, the XML-based control files are generated by using a training arm 
from Canada DrRobot company without the complex computation of robot arm 
kinematics. In the future, for some high-precision required arm manipulation in the 
laboratory transportation, the functions (components) of arm kinematic calculation 
and image processing based identification will be included. 
 
Figure 9.1: Software structure 
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Figure 9.2: Software workflow 
9.2.1 Robot On-board Center (RBC) 
The RBC controls all hardware modules inside the mobile robots. As described in 
Chapter 2, the RBCs listen for commands from the RRC and drive the corresponding 
mobile robots to execute the received commands. The hardware modules in the RBC 
include indoor localization, motion control, head & arm, monitoring cameras, obstacle 
measurement sensors, etc. The tasks of the RBCs can be concluded as follows: 
 Communication: In the RBC level an internal network will be built for the 
data acquisition between robotic on-board PCs and inside hardware modules.  
 Acquisition: The RBC will measure the data of the robot hardware, including 
robot indoor positions, current powers, real-time images, ultrasonic data, etc. 
 Control: Once a RBC receives a transportation command and a selected 
transportation path, it will control the corresponding mobile robot to execute 
them. Additional the RBC also needs to open the doors in laboratories. 
As given in Section 2.1, in this study the H20 mobile robots are adopted to 
demonstrate the performance of this transportation application. In the programming 
process to develop the RBCs for the H20 robots, there are several supporting 
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components and libraries from the DrRobot company and robot hardware producers 
which have been used in the software development of the RBCs as follows: 
 VitaminControl.dll: This is the control component for the main camera in 
the H20 robots. It will be used to realize the camera operations (i.e., connect, 
read, save, etc). 
 AXIS Media Control Library Set: This is the control component for the eye 
and arm cameras in the H20 robots. The functions are similar to those of the 
Vitamin cameras. 
 DRROBOTSentinelCONTROL.OCX: This is the control component for 
the hardware sensors (including motors, ultrasonic sensors, infra radio sensors 
and head & arm servo sensors) which are integrated in the H20 robots. 
9.2.1.1 Communication 
In a RBC, the issue of communication includes two classifications: one is to use the 
TCP/IP socket to build a data channel between the RRC and the RBC, the other one is 
to measure the robot inside hardware data for the RBCs. There are three TCP/IP 
sockets in every RBC as shown in Fig. 9.3. Our designed methods for those three 
sockets are given in Fig. 9.4. Among the three sockets, the robot and path sockets 
work as a socket server and the arm socket serves as a socket client. The relationship 
among those three communication sockets is demonstrated in Fig. 9.5. 
Robot Socket
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RRC SoftwareRBC Software #1
PMS Software
RBC Software #2
RBC Software #3
RBC Software #4
Arm Socket
Robot Socket
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Figure 9.3: Architecture of TCP/IP sockets in the RRC 
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Figure 9.4: Designed methods for socket communication classes in the RBC 
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Figure 9.5: Workflow of sockets in the RBC 
The architecture of the communication between the robot on-board PCs and the robot 
inside hardware modules is given in Fig. 9.6. From Fig. 9.6, it can be found that 
besides some necessary COM (Component Object Model) transmission among the 
low hardware (e.g. motor controllers) all other communication is based on the TCP/IP 
protocol. This kind of architecture will be convenient to add a new component (e.g., 
adding a Microsoft Kinect sensor for the obstacle measurement).  
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Figure 9.6: Architecture of robot hardware communication in the RRC 
 
9.2.1.2 Data Acquisition 
As shown in Fig. 9.6, a series of robot hardware data are measured by the RBC. Those 
data include hardware control commands and sensing data. The former one is mainly 
for the controls of motion modules (see Fig. 9.7). The latter one is for the real-time 
samplings of kinds of sensors (see Fig. 9.8). 
 
Figure 9.7: Acquisition function of motion modules 
 
Figure 9.8: Acquisition function of ultrasonic sensors 
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9.2.1.3 Motion Control 
In the H20 mobile robots, there are four options to control robot inside motors, the 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) control, the velocity control, the distance control and 
the rotate control. In this study all of them are used in the RBC development. Actually 
they work together with the classes of robot indoor positioning (localization). Here 
the function API of the motion distance control is shown in Table 9.1. 
Table 9.1 Function API of motion distance control 
Function: 
Void DcMotorPositionTimeCtrALL(short cmd1, short cmd2, short cmd3, short cmd4, short 
cmd5, short cmd6, short timePeriod)  
 
Description: 
This function sends the position (distance) commands to all 6 DC motor control channels on 
the sensing and motion controller (PMS 5005) at the same time. The commands includes the 
target positions and the time period to execute the command. The current trajectory planning 
method for time control is linear. 
 
Parameters: 
short cmd1:  Target position for motor channel#1 
short cmd2:  Target position for motor channel#2 
short cmd3:  Target position for motor channel#3 
short cmd4:  Target position for motor channel#4 
short cmd5:  Target position for motor channel#5 
short cmd6:  Target position for motor channel#6 
short timePeriod:  executing time in milliseconds 
 
Return value: void 
9.2.1.4 Power Control 
(1)  Robot batteries 
In Chapter 8, the topic of the transportation charging management has already been 
explained. Here the APIs of the robot charging control will be focuses. In every H20 
mobile robot, there are two groups of on-board batteries. As shown in Fig. 9.9, there 
are two APIs in the power class of the RBC for the robot charging control, which 
includes the one for battery voltage control and the one for battery temperature 
measurement.  
Robot Batteries
Voltage Control APIs
Temperature Measurement APIs
Power Class in 
RBC
 
Figure 9.9: Architecture of robot charging measurement 
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(2)  Robot PCs 
The RBCs are expected to run in the robot on-board laptops. So besides the robot 
battery status, the batteries of the PCs are also need to be measured (see Fig. 9.10). As 
described in Chapter 8, the power status of the PCs is included in the management of 
the robot charging.  
 
Figure 9.10: Acquisition function of laptop batteries 
9.2.1.5 Developed GUIs of RBC 
The GUIs of the RBC are mainly comprised of an IP configuration GUI, a sensor 
monitoring GUI, a waypoint definition GUI, a waypoint edition GUI and a socket 
monitoring GUI.  
The GUI of the IP configuration is given in Fig. 9.11. As explained in Chapter 2, in 
this application all H20 mobile robots and their hardware components have an 
independent IP address. This GUI is designed to build the connection between the 
robot on-board PCs and the robot inside hardware modules. As shown in Fig. 9.11, the 
RBC of a mobile robot named “1A” is being activated. Once the ID (name) of a 
mobile robot or the IP addresses of its inside two routers are changed, this GUI will 
save the new configuration into a XML recoding file automatically (see Fig. 9.12).  
 
Figure 9.11: IP configuration GUI 
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Figure 9.12: XML for IP configuration 
The GUI of the robot sensor monitoring is shown in Fig. 9.13. From Fig. 9.13, it can 
be seen that all robot inside hardware modules are being measured and displayed in 
this GUI. Those displaying data include: (a) real-time camera images; (b) ultrasonic 
and infra radio sensors; (c) power status (including robot on-board batteries and PCs); 
(d) indoor localization (including X, Y and direction); and (e) motor sensors 
(including encoder position, speed and PWM value). Actually in a real transportation 
task those RBCs work in a fully-automation way without any external operations. 
This GUI is only designed for the users to monitor the robot current performance.  
 
Figure 9.13: Sensor monitoring GUI 
The GUI of the robot waypoint definition is shown in Fig. 9.14. From Fig. 9.14, it can 
be found that: (a) a real transportation path is organized using a series of waypoints. 
In the current GUI, there are five expected waypoints identified for a transportation 
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map. In every waypoint, all necessary parameters to execute a transportation task are 
defined in advance, including the moving velocities between every two positions, the 
suspending time of every waypoint, the moving mode (forward or backward) between 
every two positions, etc. It means the RRC only needs to tell a RBC which numbers 
of waypoints should be executed but it is unnecessary to send it the detailed control 
parameters. For the RBC side, once it receives a sequence of waypoint numbers, it 
will know the control parameters of all waypoints by reading the related defined file; 
(b) there is a programmed 2D map in the GUI for monitoring the real-time 
movements of the selected robots.  
 
Figure 9.14: Waypoint definition GUI 
The GUI of the robot waypoint edition is shown in Fig. 9.15. As shown in Fig. 9.15, a 
waypoint can be added, deleted and edited based on the real-time localization data 
from the robot on-board StarGazer module. The users do not have to input the 
position information manually, they only need to move the robots to those potential 
waypoint positions and operate this GUI, then all information will be recorded into a 
XML file automatically as shown in Fig. 9.16. As demonstrated in Fig. 9.16, actually 
not only the parameters of the robot localization but also the parameters of the motion 
control are written into this configuration file automatically. As explained in Section 
9.2, the localization data will be used for the RRC to do path planning computation 
and the motion data will be utilized to execute a P2P movement. 
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Figure 9.15: Waypoint edition GUI 
 
Figure 9.16: XML for waypoint definition 
The GUIs of the TCP/IP communication sockets in the RRC and the RBC are given in 
Figures 9.17 and 9.18, respectively. From Figures 9.17 and 9.18, we can see that: (a) 
the socket in the RRC side services as a TCP client and the one in the RBC side works 
as a TCP server. As shown in those two GUIs, they recognize and connect each other 
rightly; (b) the connected IP address and ports in both sides are detected and shown in 
this GUI. This function is useful for the users to know the network status of the 
system; and (c) after the path planning computation made by the RRC, the selected 
transportation path and its whole distance will be received and displayed in the RBC 
of a chosen mobile robot.  
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Figure 9.17: Socket monitoring GUI in the RRC to receive the robot sensor data and send the 
selected transportation path 
 
Figure 9.18: Socket monitoring GUI in the RBC to send the robot sensor data and receive the 
given transportation path 
The GUIs of the TCP/IP communication sockets in the RBC and the RAC are given in 
Figures 9.19 and 9.20, respectively. From Figures 9.19 and 9.20, we can see that: (a) 
those two sockets recognize and connect each other rightly; (b) the connected IP 
address and ports are also detected and shown in this GUI; and (c) the function of arm 
control can be activated or closed by the RRC automatically or by the users manually.  
 
Figure 9.19: Socket monitoring GUI in the RRC to send the chosen arm control commands 
 
Figure 9.20: Socket monitoring GUI in the RAC to receive the given arm control commands 
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9.2.2 Robot Arm Component (RAC) 
The RAC is a component of the RBC to manage the robot arm control. The functions 
of the RAC can be presented as follows: 
 Communication: There is a TCP/IP communication socket between the RBC 
and the RAC, which will be utilized to transfer kinds of arm control 
commands to the robot arm servo hardware. When the RBC controls the 
corresponding mobile robot arriving at the expected positions (including the 
starting position and the destination position) rightly, the RBC will send a 
command to its related RAC to drive a corresponding arm movement. Once 
the RAC finishes a given arm command, it will notice the RBC to move to the 
next position. 
 Mapping: To avoid transmitting the huge data between the RBC and the 
corresponding RAC, a mapping method is adopted in the RAC. The working 
steps of this mapping method for the arm control are explained as follows: (a) 
using the training arm to generate a XML-based control file which records all 
joint values of a movement. This training way can avoid calculating the 
complicated kinematic equations of the robot arms; (b) When a RBC wants to 
drive an arm movement, it only needs to tell its connecting RAC the XML file 
name of the expected arm movement and the kind of movements (catching up 
or putting down); and (c) Once the RAC receives a arm file name, it will start 
to search for it from the prepared library then move the robot arms using the 
arm joint values in the searched file.  
9.2.2.1 Communication 
In a RAC there are two kinds of TCP/IP sockets, which are proposed to communicate 
with the robot arm servo module and the RBC. The relationship between them is 
demonstrated in Fig. 9.21.   
RBC Software
RAC Component
TCP/IP TCP/IP
TCP/IP
 
Figure 9.21: Architecture of TCP/IP sockets in the RAC 
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9.2.2.2 Arm Joint Mapping 
The process of the arm joint mapping includes three steps: (a) generating a 
XML-based control file for an expected arm movement; (b) selecting the control file 
based on the received file name; and (c) loading the joint values of the selected 
control file to the right motors of the robot arms. The GUI of the RAC is given in Fig. 
9.22. Form Fig. 9.22, it can be seen that: (a) the GUI of the RAC is controlling the 
arm hardware to execute a predefined movement based on the received commands 
from the RBC; (b) all the real-time moving status is displayed in this GUI, including 
the dynamic values of the arm joints, the connection between the RBC and the RAC 
and the identified XML files. Additional based on this GUI, the users can pause or 
cancel an arm movement manually any time if they want. 
 
Figure 9.22: GUI of the RAC 
9.2.3 Robot Remote Center (RRC) 
The RRC does higher control of all utilized mobile robots. The ideas to design a RRC 
are demonstrated as follows: 
 Communication: The RRC will communicate with both of the PMS and the 
RBCs. The TCP/IP protocol is adopted to realize this function. To the PMS, 
the RRC is a TCP/IP Server which listens for possible PMS connections. To 
the RBCs, the RRC is a TCP/IP Client which connects the RBCs actively if 
necessary. The RRC can add any kinds of mobile robots into the existent 
system after building a TCP/IP socket connection. 
 Acquisition: The RRC will sample all necessary key robot parameters from 
all running RBCs for the multi-robot remote control. The key robot parameters 
include two kinds, the robot indoor positions and the robot power status. The 
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data format of those filtered data from the RBCs to the RRC is explained in 
Appendix B.2. 
 Mapping: In the future different kinds of mobile robots will be supplied to 
execute the laboratory transportation. Those mobile robots could have various 
working mechanism. For example, some of them do indoor localization by the 
ceiling landmarks and others may use the computer vision to calculate their 
indoor positions. So the RRC should map the PSM transportation commands 
to the suitable commands, which could be recognized by this kind of mobile 
robots.  
 Path: To do effective transportation tasks, the path planning is crucial. When 
an amount of mobile robots are running at the same time, their transportation 
paths and cooperation should be prepared in advance in the RRC remote side. 
As described in Chapters 6 and 7, in this study a hybrid path planning 
framework based on the map theory and the artificial intelligence is proposed. 
Besides that, in this chapter some practice planning strategies will also be 
explained. 
9.2.3.1 Communication 
The TCP/IP protocol is adopted to do communication among the PMS, the RRC and 
the RBCs. In the RRC, the architecture of the designed TCP/IP sockets in the RRC 
side is demonstrated in Fig. 9.23. As shown in Fig. 9.23, it can be seen that the RRC 
has three independent TCP/IP sockets for system communication, the PMS socket, the 
path socket and the robot socket. Apparently, the PMS socket is used to communicate 
with the higher PMS systems, the path socket is defined for transmitting the path 
planning data between the RRC and the RBCs, and the robot socket is presented for 
transmitting the robot data between the RRC and the RBCs. All of those sockets are 
programmed by Microsoft C# language.  
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Path TCP/IP 
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Socket
PMS Software
RBC Software
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Figure 9.23: Architecture of TCP/IP sockets in the RRC 
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The proposed methods in those three socket classes in the RRC are given in Fig. 9.24. 
Taking the path socket for example, its workflow is demonstrated in Fig. 9.25. 
  
Figure 9.24: Programmed methods for socket communication classes in the RRC 
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Figure 9.25: Workflow of the path socket in the RRC 
9.2.3.2 Data Acquisition 
In the RRC, it needs two kinds of data from the RBC side, the robot status data and 
the defined waypoints. Their data formats are demonstrated in Tables 9.2 and 9.3, 
respectively. As shown in Table 9.2, the robot status data are comprise of robot indoor 
positions, robot battery voltages & status (Charging or Using), robot on-board 
ultrasonic sensors and transportation executive status (P2P Going or P2P Stopping).  
As described in Section 9.2, the RBC defines the transportation waypoints including 
their positions and control parameters. But it is unnecessary to send all defined data of 
the waypoints from the RBCs to the RRC, because only the position information will 
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be utilized to do transportation path planning. So every RBC will extract the position 
data and send them to the RRC (see Table 9.3).  
Table 9.2 Data format of robot status measurement 
       public class RobotData 
        { 
            public string robotID = null; 
            public string robotStatus = null; 
            public string robotPositionX = "0"; 
            public string robotPositionY = "0"; 
            public string robotPositionDir = "0"; 
            public string batteryOneVol = "0"; 
            public string batteryTwoVol = "0"; 
            public string dcVol = "0"; 
            public string robotBodyBasisSonar = "0"; 
            public string robotBodyFrontSonar = "0"; 
            public string robotBodyBackSonar = "0"; 
            public string robotLeftHumanSensor = null; 
            public string robotRightHumanSensor = null; 
            public string batteryOneStatus = null; 
            public string batteryTwoStatus = null; 
            public string robotWaypoint = null; 
            public string robotP2PStatus = null; 
        } 
 
Table 9.3 Data format of robot waypoint measurement 
  <PointConfigTable> 
    <TargetX>0.88</TargetX> 
    <TargetY>0.46</TargetY> 
    <TargetDir>-94.31</TargetDir> 
    <SeqNo>1</SeqNo> 
  </PointConfigTable> 
  <PointConfigTable> 
    <TargetX>1.1</TargetX> 
    <TargetY>1.71</TargetY> 
    <TargetDir>83.55</TargetDir> 
    <SeqNo>2</SeqNo> 
  </PointConfigTable> 
Besides the real-time robot and the path data will be transmitted from the RBC to the 
RRC, there are also a series of control commands between them for the transportation 
organization. The control commands for the path planning are shown in Table 9.4.  
Table 9.4 Format of path command 
private class PathRemoteCommand 
{ 
public static string MONITOR = "MONITOR"; 
public static string AUTORUN = "AUTORUN"; 
public static string GOCHARGE = "GOCHARGE"; 
public static string STOPROBOT = "STOPROBOT"; 
public static string CLOSECONNECT = "CLOSECONNECT"; 
public static string PAUSEROBOT = "PAUSEROBOT"; 
public static string CONTINUEROBOT = "CONTINUEROBOT"; 
public static string PATHPOINTS = "PATHPOINTS"; 
public static string GOTRANSPORTATION = "GOTRANSPORTATION"; 
} 
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9.2.3.3 Path Planning Computation 
The function of path planning is one of the most important works in the RRC 
development. Once the RRC connects a new mobile robot’s RBC, it will send a 
command (such as the command PATHPOINTS demonstrated in Table 9.4) to get all 
defined waypoints from the RBC to do path planning. If the path planning for a 
mobile robot is successful, the RRC will save the results (the shortest paths for any 
two-waypoint) before receiving a new group of waypoints. The mobile robots with 
successful path planning steps will be allowed to do transportation tasks if their 
powers are also available. The detailed computational steps of the proposed hybrid 
path planning have been given in Chapters 6 and 7. This section focuses on the 
programmed workflow of the path planning.  
The hybrid framework of the path planning can be organized in Fig. 9.26 as follows: 
(a) When the RRC connects a RBC, it will send relevant path commands (see Table 
9.4) to get all defined waypoints by the RBC; (b) The RRC will do path planning 
computation for this RBC’s mobile robot. Before calculating, it will make a check 
whether the number of waypoints is huge: if yes, the computational programming will 
execute the artificial intelligence based path planning framework, otherwise the map 
theory based one will be chosen; (c) the final results will be sent to the RBC from the 
RRC; and (d) there is also a computational mode switch which is designed to change 
the adopted methods if necessary.  
 
Figure 9.26: Framework of hybrid path planning 
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The reasons of using this hybrid framework can be further explained as: (a) as written 
in Chapter 6, the Floyd algorithm is expected to do off-line computation and the 
Dijkstra algorithm is presented to do on-line computation when the Floyd provided 
paths are not available. However, both of the Floyd and the Dijkstra algorithms are 
belonged to the map theory, which is not effective to handle with the maps with huge 
waypoints. In the huge cases, the map theory will cost considerable time to traverse 
all points; and (b) However in this application sometimes we needs the robot 
transportation tasks with huge waypoints in a short computational time. To let our 
developed software cope with the possible huge cases effectively, here the artificial 
intelligence based methods are supplied. The artificial intelligence based methods 
always do optimized calculation by using iterative steps. They can output the 
available computational results, which maybe are not the best. The detailed modeling 
process of the adopted intelligent algorithms can be referred to Chapters 6 and 7.  
A case of the Floyd path planning API programmed in the RRC is demonstrated in 
Table. 9.5. 
Table 9.5 Function API of Floyd path planning 
Function: 
public bool RobotFloydCalculation(string waypoints) 
 
Description: 
This function returns the computational status of the Floyd 
shortest path planning for an expected serirs of waypointss. 
 
Parameters:  
The waypoints defined by the RBCs 
 
Return value: bool 
Return data interpretation: 
 
If the return is true, it means the Floyd calculation for those 
waypoints is successful and the results can be used for robot 
transportation; Otherwise the Floyd calculation is falied. 
9.2.3.4 PMS Command Mapping 
In the RRC, there are lots of programming works on the robot status parsing. For 
example, the parsing work to map the higher PMS transportation commands to the 
sequence of robot executable waypoints, the parsing work to understand the 
XML-based robot control commands between the RRC and the RBCs, etc. Here those 
two representative parsing works are explained. 
(1)  Position matching 
The RRC needs to match the received PMS commands into a series of pairs of origins 
and destinations for all running mobile robots. The reasons of this work are given as: 
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(a) all positions in the PMS commands are named using the real names of laboratories 
and facilities (this way is easy for laboratory staff), but in the RRC all waypoints have 
to be recorded in a series of real numbers because they will be used in the path 
planning calculation; and (b) it is impossible to build the same navigation map for 
various kinds of mobile robots because of their different working mechanism. It 
means the same PMS position could be recognized disparately by different mobile 
robots (see Fig. 9.27).  
     
Figure 9.27: PMS position parsing: (a) matching process; and (b) a demo of built robot path 
with a series of waypoints 
In this section an example is proposed to demonstrate the PMS parsing process in the 
RRC as follows:  
(a) Suppose there is a PMS transportation command coming as shown in Fig. 9.28. 
This command is to ask the RRC to execute a transportation task in laboratories from 
the starting position (S-Lab, Device A, Pos3) to the destination position (S-Lab, 
Device B, Pos2); 
  
Figure 9.28: GUI of the PMS  
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(b) Once the RRC receives this PMS transportation information, it will parse it to get 
the starting and ending positions then map the positions to different running robots’ 
maps to understand which robots can recognize the starting and destination positions 
of this task. A case of parsing functions programmed in this application is given in 
Table 9.6.   
Table 9.6 Function API of parsing the transportation resource in the PMS command 
 
(c) Once the RRC finds all the robot candidates, it will select the best robot among 
them based on their power status and their distances to the starting transportation 
position. Then It will do the path planning for the best mobile robot and send it an 
executing path. A case of checking robot positions is demonstrated in Table 9.7. 
Table 9.7 Function API of checking the robot positions for the transportation 
private string[] CheckRobotPosition4PMSTrans 
(string[] robots, string pmsResourcePosition, string 
pmsDestinationPosition) 
{ 
   int NUMOFROBOT = robots.Length; 
   int robotindex = 0; 
   string[] MatchRobot = new string[5]; 
   //PMS command parsing    
   for (int i = 0; i < NUMOFROBOT; i++) 
   { 
     if (robots[i] != null) 
     { 
      //check the starting point 
      string matchRobotStart = MatchResourcePosition2  
             Waypoint(robots[i], pmsResourcePosition); 
      if (matchRobotStart != null) 
      { 
        //check the ending point 
        string matchRobotEnd = MatchDestinationPosition  
        2Waypoint(robots[i], pmsDestinationPosition); 
        if (matchRobotEnd != null) 
        { 
           MatchRobot[robotindex] = robots[i]; 
           robotindex = robotindex + 1; 
        } 
      } 
Function: 
private string MatchResourcePosition2Waypoint(string robotname, 
string pmsResourcePositionDescription: 
This function returns the waypoint ID which matches with the PMS 
resource position coordinates. 
 
Parameters: 
 string robotname: The ID of the mobile robot to be 
identified. In the programming, a loop will be provided to 
traverse all connected mobile robots; 
 
 string pmsResourcePosition: The RRC received PMS resource 
position; 
 
Return value: string 
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      } 
    } 
    return MatchRobot; 
} 
(2)  PMS command parsing 
Since the XML based commands are adopted between the PMS and the RRC, there is 
inevitably also a command parsing work in the RRC side similar to the process 
explained in the RBC side. 
9.2.3.5 Developed GUIs of RRC 
The GUIs of the RBC are comprised of a robot connection GUI, a sensor monitoring 
GUI, a path planning GUI and a PMS handling GUI. The GUI of the robot connection 
is shown in Fig. 9.29. As displayed in Fig. 9.29, the management strategy of the 
mobile robots in this study is based on IP address. A new mobile robot can be added 
into this platform after distributing an available IP address. To connect a mobile robot, 
the users only need to choose the right robot ID of this mobile robot and click the 
‘connect’ button. If the two sockets (the robot socket and the path socket) of the 
mobile robot work rightly, the ‘connection status’ of the operating mobile robot in the 
GUI will show ‘green’.  
 
Figure 9.29: Robot connection GUI 
The GUI of the sensor monitoring is shown in Fig. 9.30. If the users want to see the 
detailed real-time data of a connected mobile robot, they only need to double click its 
right robot ID to open the sensor monitoring GUI. The monitoring GUI will read the 
real-time key sensor data of the mobile robot by using its robot ID. Normally the key 
sensor data shown in this GUI will include robot position, robot battery power status 
and robot on-board sonar. The first and second kinds of sensing data are used to 
organize a transportation activity and the third group of data is for the function of 
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robotic collision avoidance. If the selected robot is carrying out a transportation task, 
the status of the transportation will be also displayed in this GUI, including passing 
waypoint number and robot motor working status (‘P2POver’/‘P2PGO’). Based on 
the monitoring GUI, the users can know the real-time performance of all connected 
mobile robots.  
 
  
Figure 9.30: Sensor monitoring GUI 
 
The GUI of the path planning is shown in Fig. 9.31. As shown in Fig. 9.31, this GUI 
has three main functions: (a) all of the received data from the connected mobile 
robots’ RBCs are shown in the GUI. The users can save those received RBC data into 
a remote database or the local PC. As described in Chapter 1, the data in the robot 
database will be used to do statistical calculation for improving the performance of 
the mobile transportation; (b) the RRC works full-automatically without any human 
operations. To meet the possible requirements of manual operations, the GUI also has 
the manual buttons for the users; (c) the function of the path planning is the most 
important in this GUI. The completed computational process of the path planning 
adopted here can be further explained as: once the RRC connects a mobile robot’s 
RBC, it will send a command to the RBC to sample all the defined waypoints. If the 
waypoint data of a mobile robot are gotten by the RRC, the RRC will execute the path 
planning function for this mobile robot at once. As described in Chapters 6 and 7, a 
hybrid computational strategy based on both of the map theory and the artificial 
intelligence is proposed for the robot complex path planning. The path planning 
results will also be displayed in this GUI. 
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Figure 9.31: Path planning GUI 
The GUI of the PMS handling is shown in Fig. 9.32. This GUI is designed to receive 
the control commands from the PMS. It will parse the received PMS commands for 
the organizations of the transportation tasks in the RRC and reply the executed results 
or the real-time performance of the transportation to the PMS if necessary. Also the 
PMS communication socket in the RRC will be monitored by this GUI. As shown in 
Fig. 9.32, a coming PMS command is parsed and the PMS socket is monitored. The 
definitions of the PMS commands will be found in details in Section 9.3.  
  
Figure 9.32: PMS handling GUI 
9.3 Command Protocol 
As mentioned in Sections 9.2 and 9.3, a XML-based protocol is proposed for the 
control commands among the RRC, the RBCs and the PMS. The advantages of using 
the XML in the system development have been summarized in references 
[152]–[154]. 
9.3.1 Commands between the RRC and the RBC 
There is a series of designed XML-based commands for the mobile robot remote 
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control between the RRC and the RBCs as demonstrated in Fig. 9.33. The commands 
include: ‘Connect’, ‘GetWayPoint’, ‘ReplyWayPoint’, ‘RunPath’, ‘Pause’, ‘Continue’, 
‘Cancel’, etc. The functions of those commands are explained in Appendix B.3. 
 
Figure 9.33: XML-based commands between the RRC and the RBC 
A case of the ‘GetWayPoint’ command and its replied parameters is demonstrated in 
Fig. 9.34. 
 
 
Figure 9.34: XML-based ‘GetWayPoint’ command and its replied data 
Similarly, the commands for the RBCs to control/drive their corresponding RACs are 
given in Appendix B.4. 
9.3.2 Commands between the PMS and the RRC 
There is also a series of proposed XML-based commands for the PMS transportation 
communication between the RRC and the PMS as shown in Fig. 9.35. The workflow 
of those commands is demonstrated in Fig. 9.36. 
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Figure 9.35: XML-based commands between the PMS and the RRC 
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Figure 9.36: Command workflow between the PMS and the RRC 
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As shown in Fig. 9.36, there are two kinds of the most important control commands 
between the PMS and the RRC, the commands to describe the transportation contents 
and to request the lists of available mobile robots (transporters). Here they are further 
explained in details below.  
9.3.2.1 Transportation Command 
The transportation command is to transmit the specific contents of the transportation 
tasks using the PMS viewing. The PMS will present a transparent command including 
the starting position and the destination ending position, as demonstrated in Fig. 9.37. 
To guarantee the RRC receive the transportation command completed, the length of 
the command is also required to be included as given in Fig. 9.38. 
 
Figure 9.37: XML-based transportation command 
 
Figure 9.38: Format of transportation command 
In the RRC side, when the RRC receives a coming transportation command from the 
PMS, it should reply the PMS whether the transportation can be further executed. The 
process of coping with the transportation commands can be explained as follows: (a) 
the positive condition is that the received command can be understood by the RRC. In 
that case, the RRC will go on selecting the best mobile robot among the available 
ones then calculate the needed time to finish this task based on the status of the 
chosen robot. This estimated time should be replied to the PMS timely (see Fig. 9.39); 
(b) the negative condition is that the received command cannot be recognized by any 
mobile robots, which are connected to the RRC. In that situation the RRC should 
report an error notice to the PMS (see Fig. 9.40). Then the PMS has the possibility to 
check this transportation command and represent a revised one; (c) once the 
distributed transportation command (task) has been executed rightly by a mobile robot, 
the RCC should also report a success notice to the PMS in time (see Fig. 9.41); and (d) 
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during the communicating process, the ‘KeepAlive’ command will be sent by the PMS 
frequently to the RRC. If the RRC does not reply this kind of ‘KeepAlive’ command 
more than several times (five time by default), the PMS will regard the socket 
communication to the RRC has been closed then it will restart it. Also if the PMS 
does not receive a response from the RRC about the result of a transportation task 
beyond the RRC’s promising time (estimated time), it will give up the transportation 
task and restart the procedure.  
 
Figure 9.39: XML-based transportation estimation time reply 
 
Figure 9.40: XML-based transportation error reply 
 
Figure 9.41: XML-based estimation time reply 
9.3.2.2 Resource Command 
The resource command is proposed for the PMS to query the information about 
available robots and the defined positions from the RRC. A case of the resource 
commands is displayed in Figures 9.42 and 9.43.  
 
Figure 9.42: XML-based resource command 
 
Figure 9.43: XML-based resource reply 
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9.4 Database Design 
In the study, a network database named H20RobotDB based on My SQL platform is 
built to store important data of the transportation system. The storing parameters of 
the H20RobotDB are demonstrated in Appendix B.5. The functions of the 
H20RobotDB database are given as follows: 
 Estimate the transportation performance: by using the stored transportation 
data, a kind of optimized works could be provided. For instance, the task 
distribution of every mobile robot and every defined waypoint can be calculated 
statistically for optimizing the installing positions of the automated charging 
stations in laboratories. 
 Provide real-time deciding assistances for the transportation: as described in 
Section 9.3, when the RRC receives a transportation task from the PMS, it will 
estimate the necessary time to complete the task by checking the status of all 
connected robots. This estimated time is important in the transportation, because 
it can affect the whole automated process of a laboratory. Although the RRC can 
calculate the estimated time based on the route distance and the robot current 
moving velocity, the result is theoretical. Sometimes additional time may be 
required in the transportation if some accidents happen, such as the time needed 
for an activity of collision avoidance. So it would be better if the RRC can reply 
the PMS the estimated time based on both of the theoretical computation of the 
current robotic configuration and the statistical results of the stored real data. 
 Provide necessary assistances to the users: based on the established database, 
the users can request the related parameters of the transportation system if they 
want. For example, they can generate a statistical drawing for the previous 
changing conditions of robot batteries. 
Fig. 9.44 shows the main GUI of the database operating. The ADO.NET component is 
adopted to build the data connection between the RRC and the My SQL-based 
H20RobotDB. In this GUI, the users can read all saved transportation data from the 
H20RobotDB database. If the users want to see more detailed data, they can operate 
the data searching function as displayed in Fig. 9.45. As shown in Fig. 9.45, the data 
searching can be done using the request conditions of robot power range, robot name 
and transportation executing time. In addition, the users can use the data outputting 
function of this GUI to save the filtered data into an Excel-format file for a deeper 
analysis as demonstrated in Fig. 9.46. 
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Besides the upper standard functions of database searching, there is an advantageous 
function included in this section. The function is to do statistical calculation. As 
shown in Fig. 9.47, the functions of statistical calculation designed here include: (a) 
provide the average times of the same transportation paths for every running mobile 
robot; (b) provide the charging times of robot batteries; and (c) provide the costing 
times of robot batteries. This kind of information will be used to optimize the 
transportation works in the future. 
 
 
Figure 9.44: Database Main Operating GUI 
 
 
Figure 9.45: Database Searching GUI 
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Figure 9.46: Data Outputting GUI 
 
 
Figure 9.47: Statistical Calculation GUI 
9.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter the software development of the transportation system is presented in 
details. On the basis of the transportation control strategy proposed in Chapter 2, there 
are three software control centers designed in the system, the RRC, the RBCs and the 
RACs. In every control centers, the developing ideas are explained and the developed 
GUIs are demonstrated. Additional the control commands among those three centers 
and the established network database are also given.  
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Chapter 10  Experiments 
In this chapter, three different kinds of experiments are provided to demonstrate and 
verify the performance of the developed transportation system as follows: (a) robot 
arm movements; (b) robot transportation; and (c) robot charging management. 
10.1 Robot Arm Movements 
The first experiment is provided to demonstrate the performance of the robot arm 
movements. In this experiment a robot arm is activated to move up and put down a 
box using the programmed RAC software. Here a robot training arm from Canada 
DrRobot company is integrated in the RAC to generate the XML-based control files 
for the expected arm movements. The training arm will simultaneously control the 
real arms of H20 robots to do any kind of movements under the constraints of the arm 
joint freedoms. During the robot real arm moving, the trajectories of all joints in the 
H20 real arms will be recorded by the RAC software automatically. The working 
mechanism of this training arm method is demonstrated in Fig. 10.1.  
 
Figure 10.1: Training arm module generating the XML-based control files for the robot arm 
movements 
This training method suits for the application in this study. The reasons are explained 
as follows: (a) this method can avoid the complex computation of the kinematic 
equations of the robot real arms for some required movements; and (b) the generated 
XML-based files can be recognized and reused by the servo hardware of the robot real 
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arms to repeat the expected actions fast; and (c) based on the programmed RAC, the 
preparation of the control files for the robot arms can be done in a short time. The 
results of this experiment are given in Fig. 10.2. 
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Figure 10.2: The robot arm movements at different time step 
10.2 Robot Transportation 
The second experiment is made to demonstrate the performance of the transportation. 
The experiment is executed as follows: (a) use the waypoint definition GUI of the 
RBC to define six points for a real life science laboratory (at Celisca, Germany) for 
two robots (Robot 3C and Robot 4D); (b) run the RRC to connect the two robots’ 
RBCs and finish the path planning calculation for both of them; (c) suppose there is a 
P2P transportation task which requires a mobile robot to patrol a shortest path 
between the defined starting position (position ①) and the destination position 
(position ⑥) then to finish a completed arm manipulation (including pick up and put 
down) when the mobile robot arrives at the destination position. The RRC is defined 
to select the candidate robot by the standard of robot power. Finally the Robot 3C is 
chosen because of its higher power; (d) the RRC sends the calculated shortest path to 
the RBC of the Robot 3C; (e) the RBC controls the robot to finish this P2P task. From 
Fig. 10.3, we can see that the RBC is controlling the Robot 3C rightly following the 
selected path ①->②->③->④->⑥; (f) as shown in Fig. 10.4, when the Robot 3C 
reaches the position ⑥, it drives its on-board RAC to pick the expected box up then 
put it down successfully; and (g) as given in Fig. 10.5, the relevant indoor positions of 
all the connected robots are monitored by the RRC’s global 2D map in real-time. 
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Figure 10.3: The robot transportation in a life science laboratory  
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Figure 10.4: The robot executing the arm manipulation at the destination (position ⑥) 
 
Figure 10.5: All running robots monitored by the RRC 2D map 
10.3 Charging Management 
The third experiment is given to demonstrate the performance of the robot recharging. 
The experiment is given as follows: (a) a transportation map is built in a H20 mobile 
robot by using its on-boarding RBC. This map consists of three transportation 
positions (see Fig. 10.5-a/b/c), a waiting position (see Fig. 10.5-d) and two recharging 
positions (see Fig. 10.5-e/f). The waiting position is chosen in front of the first 
recharging position; and (b) this robot is asked to do loop-patrol transportation in the 
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map. When the power of the robot is lower than a defined value (e.g., 12 V), the robot 
will move to the charging waiting position (see Fig. 10.5-d) for correcting the posture 
(i.e., turning around) then go backward to the charging station to do recharging. The 
movements in Fig. 10.5 show that the recharging management function of the system 
works rightly. 
  
                       (a)                              (b) 
  
                       (c)                              (d) 
  
                             (e)                        (f) 
Figure 10.6: The robot recharging in a life science laboratory  
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Chapter 11  Conclusions and Outlook 
11.1 Conclusions 
In this study a smart multi-mobile robot system has been presented for the 
transportation tasks in the distributed laboratory environments. In this system a series 
of technical and scientific issues have been done as follows:  
(a) A two level Client/Server based control strategy is proposed considering all of the 
special requirements of the laboratory environments (including economy, 
expandability, flexibility and stability). The strategy is comprised of four levels, the 
PMS in the first level for the transportation task request, the RRC in the second level 
for the transportation management, the RBC in the third level for the transportation 
motion execution and the RAC in the fourth level for the transportation arm execution. 
Based on this control strategy the finally developed transportation system can suit for 
any kinds of laboratory environments and any kinds of robotic sensing modules or 
mobile robots could be integrated conveniently (see Chapter 2);  
(b) A hybrid communication network is presented to do the data transmission of the 
transportation. This communication architecture consists of an internal component 
and an external component. In the internal component a standard IEEE 802.11g cable 
based network is adopted for the hardware data measurement between the RBCs and 
the robot inside hardware modules. Considering the mobility of the developed 
transportation system, in the external component a standard IEEE 802.11g Wi-Fi 
network is used for the command and data transmission among the PMS, the RRC 
and the RBCs. To guarantee the stable performance of the communication when the 
transportation system run in a super-huge laboratory environment and avoid the 
possibilities of data jam caused by the robot on-board multiple cameras, an improved 
method using the marine wireless bridges is provide to improve the communication 
performance between the RRC and the RBCs (see Chapter 3); 
(c) A new method is proposed for the multi-robot indoor localization in laboratory 
environments. The method is composed of a ceiling landmark based strategy and a 
floor landmark based strategy. In the ceiling strategy, one kind of indoor positioning 
module named StarGazer is adopted working together with a series of ceiling 
landmarks. The ceiling way is designed for the robot indoor global localization of the 
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whole laboratory environments (buildings). The advantages of the ceiling localization 
are economy and expansibility. It can be extended to any sizes of laboratories after 
installed additional landmarks. In the floor strategy, one kind of depth camera named 
Microsoft Kinect is utilized and an effective floor landmark is developed. The floor 
measure is provided for the robot indoor local localization for some special positions 
where the high-precision performance is desired. The floor localization can cooperate 
with the previous ceiling one to attain the satisfactory performance of the robotic 
transportation (see Chapter 4).  
(d) A new method is provided to improve the original performance of the H20 robots 
in indoor collision avoidance. The H20 robots use the ultrasonic and IR sensors to 
measure a front obstacle (human beings or laboratory facilities) and utilized the APF 
to find an alternative avoidance path. Due to the limited ranges of the used ultrasonic 
sensors, the H20 robots will vibrate in front of close obstacles. Aims at this condition, 
an improved method using the Microsoft Kinect is proposed to measure farer 
obstacles and recognize the shapes of the coming obstacles. Also a control strategy of 
the improved collision avoidance is put forward (see Chapter 5). 
(e) A new framework is built for the transportation path planning. In the planning 
framework both of the map theory based algorithms and the artificial intelligence 
based algorithms are included. In the component of map theory based algorithms, a 
hybrid method based on Floyd algorithm and Dijkstra algorithm is presented. The 
Floyd algorithm will calculate all shortest paths for any pair of waypoints in a 
transportation map and the Dijkstra will determine an alternative path when a 
waypoint in the Floyd paths becomes unavailable. This map theory sub-framework 
suit for the P2P transportation tasks with a small number of transportation waypoints. 
In the component of artificial intelligence based algorithms, a hybrid method based on 
GA and AACA is proposed to do the patrol transportation path planning with a big 
number of waypoints. At the same time a comparison of the GA and the AACA in the 
path planning computation is done. The experimental results show that the AACA has 
better performance than the GA. Based on this new framework any sizes of 
transportation path planning works can be done (see Chapters 6 and 7). 
(f) A new robot charging management method is provided in this study. In this method, 
an automated charging station from the Canada DrRobot company is introduced, a 
robot power measuring component is programmed and a new method using the 
intelligent AIA to determine the best installing positions of the numbers of automated 
charging stations is designed. Here it is necessary to mention that this AIA based 
computational algorithm not only considers the distances between the charging 
stations and the transportation waypoints but also regards the task distribution of 
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every transportation waypoint (see Chapter 8). 
(g) A control software platform is developed to organize the robot transportation tasks 
in laboratories. In the developed platform there are three control centers, the RRC, the 
RBC and the RAC. All of them are programmed using the Microsoft C# language 
with the .Net framework. Among them, the RAC is designed for the arm movements, 
the RBC is presented to execute the transportation by controlling and measuring all 
robot inside hardware, and the RRC is proposed to manage the transportation by 
communicating with both of the higher PMS and the lower RBCs. The architecture of 
this software platform is flexible, which means other kinds of mobile robots and 
automated systems in laboratories can be integrated seamlessly. In addition, a 
XML-based protocol is designed for the command communication among those three 
control centers and a My SQL-based network database is developed to store the 
important information of the transportation system (see Chapter 9).   
(h) A series of experiments has been done to verify the performance of the developed 
laboratory transportation system, including the initialization of robot arm movements, 
the robot transportation, the robot recharging management and the robot collision 
avoidance. The experimental results show that this system is effective and efficient for 
the laboratory transportation in the distributed laboratory environments (see Chapter 
10). 
11.2 Outlook 
As described in Section 11.1, the presented control strategy and its developed system 
are ready to be integrated with the laboratory automation to execute transportation 
tasks. Nevertheless, there are still some technical issues which will be carried out by 
our group at Celisca in the near future as follows:  
(a) Performance of arm manipulation: In this dissertation the RAC component is 
developed to work together with the DrRobot training arm tool to generate the 
expected arm movements of the H20 robots. This way is effective but not very 
accurate. So if the transportation system is asked to do high-accuracy arm 
manipulation, the image processing based arm correction is desired. 
(b) Execution efficiency of transportation tasks: In the current transportation path 
planning, the execution time for a coming transportation task can be calculating based 
on the total distance of a selected path and the robot running velocity. However this 
computational time is a theoretical value. It could be different to the real execution 
time especially in some cases when the selected paths are changed because of some 
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dynamic reasons (e.g. the request of collision avoidance). The best solution to this 
issue is that when a transportation task is distributed from the PMS to the RRC, the 
RRC can reply the PMS the needed time by searching for the stored data in the 
database. This solution requires a statistical calculation function in the RRC. Although 
in this dissertation a simple statistical function has been already considered, a more 
powerful one is desired in the future. 
(c) Full automation of transportation system: we can say the current transportation 
system is highly automated. No any human operation is needed in the whole working 
process of the transportation system. The transportation task will be presented from 
the PMS through the RRC to the selected RBC automatically. Even if in some special 
cases when the distributed tasks cannot be recognized or executed by the robots 
because of some unexpected errors, the whole transportation system will still work 
rightly and the error information will be transmitted to different control levels of this 
system automatically. Nevertheless aims at the full automation, this system needs 
more developing works. For instance, the robots should open the laboratory doors 
automatically during their transportation. In the next step the robotic entrance 
automatic module will be developed. 
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Appendixes 
Appendix A: Specifications of Hardware 
A.1 H20 Mobile Robot 
 
Figure A.1 DrRobot H20 mobile robot 
Table A.1 Parameters of the DrRobot H20 mobile robot 
Dimensions 51cm x 43cm x 140cm (Width x Length x Height) 
Max Speed 75 cm/second 
Max Payload 40 kg (Optional 80 kg) 
Extended Operating Time 2 hours (Optional 4,8 hours) 
Other features 
 12’’ touch laptop on chest 
 Dual arms with 6 joins (DOF) + 2 DOF 
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gripper, reaching 60 cm 
 6 DOF head with dual 640 × 480 color 
cameras 
 StarGazer based localization 
 Automated recharging station 
 Wireless network 802.11g 
 Navigation sensors including 5 sonar and 10 
(Infra Radio) IR sensors 
A.2 Microsoft Kinect 
 
Figure A.2 Cutaway view of Microsoft Kinect sensor 
Table A.2 Specifications of the Microsoft Kinect sensor 
Dimensions 11" x 2.5" x 1.5" (Width x Length x Height) 
Viewing angle 43° vertical by 57° horizontal field of view  
Vertical tilt range ±27° 
Frame rate 30 Frames Per Second (FPS) 
Audio format 16-kHz, 24-bit mono pulse code modulation 
Audio input 
characteristics 
A four-microphone array with 24-bit 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and 
Kinect-resident signal processing including 
acoustic echo cancellation and noise suppression 
Accelerometer 
characteristics 
A 2G/4G/8G accelerometer configured for the 2G 
range, with a 1° accuracy upper limit. 
Sensors 
 An RGB camera with 1280x960 resolution 
 An IR emitter and an IR depth sensor 
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 A multi-array microphone 
 A 3-axis accelerometer 
A.3 StarGazer Module & Ceiling landmark 
 
Figure A.3 StarGazer module 
 
 
Figure A.4 Ceiling landmark for the StarGazer module 
Table A.3 Specifications of the StarGazer module 
Dimensions 50cm × 50cm × 28mm (Width x Length x Height) 
Hardware interface UART(TTL 3.3V), 115,200bps 
Communication protocol ASCII code 
Sampling frequency 20 times/sec 
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Rang per landmark 2.5~5 m in diameter 
Heading Angle 
Resolution 
1.0degree 
Landmark Types 
 Type 1: 1.2 ≤ height ≤ 2.9 m 
 Type 2: 2.9 ≤ height ≤ 4.5 m 
 Type 3: 4.5 ≤ height ≤ 6.5 m 
 Type 4: 6.5 ≤ height ≤ 15 m 
Landmark Types 
HL1: 31 ea (for a normal space) 
HL2: 4,095 ea (for a larger space) 
Power interface 5 V: 300 mA, 12 V: 70 mA 
Repetitive Precision 2 cm 
Appendix B: Data Format of Software 
B.1 StarGazer-based Indoor Localization 
~ ^ F/I/Z ±aaaa.aa | ±bbbb.bb | ±cccc.cc | dddd 
Figure B.1 Output of StarGazer module 
Table B.1 Data format of the measured positions from the StarGazer module 
~ Means the module is working rightly 
^ Means the result data 
F/I/Z 
 Indicates the Map-Building Mode 
 Indicates the Map Mode 
 Indicates the Height Calculation Mode 
±aaaa.aa Value of Angle (degrees; -180˚~+180˚) 
±bbbb.bb Position on X axis (cm) 
±cccc.cc Position on Y axis (cm) 
dddd The number of an ID 
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B.2 Robot sending sensor data between RBC and RRC 
Table B.2 Data format of the sensing data between the RBC and the RRC 
Robot Name: 1A 
Robot State: 
Connected/Disconnected 
Robot X position: 10.01 m 
Robot Y position: 10.02 m Robot Orientation: 30° Battery Power #1: 13.25 V 
Battery Power #2: 13.25 V DC Power: 17.25 V 
Battery State #1: 
Charging/Using 
Battery State #2: 
Charging/Using 
DC State: Charging/Using 
Robot Basis Middle Sonar: 
0.55 m 
Robot Body Front Sonar: 
2.55 m 
Robot Body Back Sonar:  
2.55 m 
Robot Left Hunan Sensor: 
true/false 
Robot Right Hunan Sensor: 
true/false 
Current Waypoint Number: 1 
Current Transportation 
Status: P2PGo/P2PStop 
B.3 Robot control commands between RBC and RRC 
Table B.3 Data format of the control commands between the RBC and the RRC 
Name of Command Description 
Connect/Disconnect 
This command is to connect/ disconnect a remote socket in the 
RRC and RBC sides. 
GetWayPoint/ 
ReplyWayPoint 
This command is for the RRC to get the predifined waypoints from 
the RBC. 
Runpath 
This command is to ask the RBC to run a distributed path by the 
RRC. 
Pause 
This command is to pause a mobile robot which is running a 
transportation task. It works together with other commands 
(Continue, Cancel/Stop,…) 
Continue 
This command is to continue a mobile robot which is running a 
transportation task. 
Cancel/Stop 
This command is to cancel/stop a transportation task for a mobile 
robot. 
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B.4 Robot control commands between RBC and RAC 
Table B.4 Data format of the control commands between the RBC and the RAC 
Name of Command Description 
Connect/Disconnect 
This command is to connect/ disconnect a remote socket in the 
RBC and RAC sides. 
MoveUp 
This command is to drive the arms of the H20 robots to catch an 
experimental facility. 
MoveDown 
This command is to drive the arms of the H20 robots to put down 
an experimental facility. 
Camera-based 
Correction 
This command is to drive the function of the camera-based 
correction in the RAC. 
Pause 
This command is to pause a robot arm which is running a 
manipulating task. It works together with other commands 
(Continue, Cancel/Stop…) 
Continue 
This command is to continue a robot arm which is running a 
manipulating task. 
Cancel/Stop 
This command is to cancel/stop a manipulating task for a robot 
arm. 
B.5 H20Robot Database 
Table B.5 Data format of the H20Robot database 
Name of Parameters Descriptions  
LTime This parameter shows the executing time of the data record; 
WorkingArea 
This parameter shows the working laboratory room number of a 
transportation process, which is sent from the RBC of every robot; 
RobotPosX 
This parameter shows the X position of a mobile robot, which is 
original from the StarGazer navigation; 
RobotPosY 
This parameter shows the Y position of a mobile robot, which is 
original from the StarGazer navigation; 
RobotPosDir 
This parameter shows the direction of a mobile robot, which is 
original from the StarGazer navigation; 
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BatteryOneVol 
This parameter shows the voltage of the battery #1 in a mobile 
robot, which is original from the Power module; 
BatteryTwoVol 
This parameter shows the voltage of the battery #2 in a mobile 
robot, which is original from the Power module; 
DCVol 
This parameter shows the voltage of the charging channel in a 
mobile robot, which is original from the Power module; 
BatteryOneStatus 
This parameter shows the status of the battery #1 in a mobile 
robot, which is original from the Power module; 
BatteryTwoStatus 
This parameter shows the status of the battery #2 in a mobile 
robot, which is original from the Power module; 
DCStatus 
This parameter shows the status of the charging channel in a 
mobile robot, which is original from the Power module; 
FrontSonarSensor 
This parameter shows the distance value of the installed body front 
sonar in a mobile robot; 
MiddleSonarSensor 
This parameter shows the distance value of the installed basis 
middle sonar in a mobile robot; 
BackSonarSensor 
This parameter shows the distance value of the installed body back 
sonar in a mobile robot; 
RightHumanSensor 
This parameter shows the distance value of the installed right-side 
human sensor in a mobile robot; 
LeftHumanSensor 
This parameter shows the distance value of the installed left-side 
human sensor in a mobile robot; 
RobotP2PStatus 
This parameter shows the moving status of a mobile robot 
executing a transportation task; 
RobotShortestPath 
This parameter shows the executing shortest path of a 
transportation task; 
NextWaypoint 
This parameter shows the next expected waypoint of a 
transportation task; 
Appendix C: Experimental Results 
C.1 StarGazer performance under dark environment 
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 Figure C.1 Experimental environment with strong lighting 
 
Figure C.2 Errors of direction measurement 
 
 Figure C.3 Errors of position X measurement 
 
 Figure C.4 Errors of position Y measurement 
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C.2 StarGazer performance under reflective ceiling environment 
 
 Figure C.5 Experimental environment with strong lighting 
 
Figure C.6 Errors of direction measurement 
 
 Figure C.7 Errors of position X measurement 
 
 Figure C.8 Errors of position Y measurement 
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C.3 Kinect-based indoor local localization 
  
  
Figure C.9 Experimental results of Kinect-based local localization 
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Theses 
1. A mobile robot based intelligent control system is developed for the indoor 
transportation among distributed automated ‘islands’ in laboratory environments.  
2. The developed transportation system is integrated in the whole process of the 
laboratory automation. It communicates with the Process Management System 
(PMS) to get the presented transportation tasks and finish them automatically. 
3. A new controlling/organizing strategy is proposed for the system development. In 
this strategy there are four control levels and corresponding software centers, the 
PMS in the highest level for the transportation request, the RRC (Robot Remote 
Center) in the second level for the transportation management, the RBC (Robot 
On-board Center) in the third level for the transportation motion execution and 
the RAC (Robot Arm Center) for the arm execution. 
4. A hybrid network is designed for the communication of the transportation. In this 
network there are two sub-networks proposed, the RIN (Robot Internal Network) 
for the communication between the robot RBCs and the inside robotic hardware 
modules and the REN (Robot External Network) for that between the RBCs and 
the RRC. This hybrid architecture is flexible and extendable.  
5. To let the robots run a long distance and decrease the possibilities of data 
transmission jam caused by the real-time image monitoring, an improved method 
using the marine wireless bridge is adopted for the communication between the 
RBCs and the RRC. 
6. A new method is presented for the robot indoor localization. This method consists 
of a ceiling landmark based global localization and a floor landmark based local 
localization. The StarGazer module and the Microsoft Kinect sensor are used to 
detect the ceiling and the floor landmarks, respectively. 
7. A hybrid framework is developed for the transportation path planning. This 
framework is based on using both of the map theory based algorithms and the 
artificial intelligence based algorithms. It can handle any size of transportation 
maps. 
8. A hybrid method is provided in the map theory based path planning. The Floyd 
algorithm is used to do off-line computation for the shortest paths for any pair of 
transportation positions and the Dijkstra algorithm is utilized to do on-line 
computation to find an alternative path when the Floyd paths are unavailable. 
9. In the artificial intelligence based path planning, two representative algorithms 
are included, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the Artificial Ant Colony 
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Algorithm (AACA). At the same time a comparison of them is provided in this 
dissertation. The compared results show that the performance of the AACA is 
better than that of the GA in this case. 
10. The map theory based path planning is suitable for the transportation tasks with a 
small number of defined waypoints. It has been applied for the P2P transportation 
in this study. 
11. The artificial intelligence based path planning is designed for the transportation 
cases with a big number of defined waypoints. It has been adopted for the patrol 
transportation in this application. 
12. An improved method is proposed for the laboratory robot indoor collision 
avoidance. In the method the Microsoft Kinect sensor is integrated in the system 
to measure a farer obstacle and recognize the shapes of the obstacles. The 
improved method can avoid the dead-locking phenomenon of the APF in mobile 
robotics. 
13. To decrease the possibilities of two-robot collision in the transportation, besides 
the function of local collision avoidance a global strategy considering the whole 
transportation process is also presented for the collision avoidance. 
14. A control software platform has been developed using the Microsoft C#.Net 
framework. It includes the RRC, the RBCs, the RACs and their GUIs & APIs. 
Based on this platform a laboratory transportation activity can be organized 
conveniently. 
15. A My-SQL based network database is established to store the important 
information of the transportation system. Based on this database a series of 
statistical computation can be made. 
16. A series of XML-based protocols is designed for the API controls among the 
different software centers. 
17. A series of transportation experiments has been made in this dissertation to verify 
the performance of the developed system. The experimental results show that the 
proposed transportation strategy and its corresponding system are effective and 
efficient for the life science automation.  
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Abstract 
In modern laboratories, more and more complicated transportation is desired among 
distributed automatic workbenches and rooms. In this dissertation a new method is 
presented to control and organize the transportation in life science environments by 
using kinds of mobile robots. The new innovative points of this method are listed as 
follows: 
 Firstly, a flexible system is developed for this method, including four control 
levels: the Process Management System (PMS) for the transportation request, and 
Robot Remote Center (RCC) for the transportation management, the Robot 
Boarding Center (RBC) for the transportation motion execution and the Robot 
Arm Component (RAC) for the transportation arm execution. This system 
architecture suits for any sizes of laboratories and any kinds of mobile robots. 
 Secondly, a hybrid network is proposed for the data communication of the 
transportation. It consists of a Robot Internal Network (RIN) and a Robot 
External Network (REN). The former is for the robot boarding measurement and 
the latter for the communication between the robots (RBCs) and the RRC. An 
option by equipping one kind of wireless bridges between the RRC and the RBCs 
is also provided for the possible super long-distance transportation and huge data 
transmission.  
 Thirdly, a new method is presented for the robot indoor localization in laboratory 
environments. It is comprised of two working components: ceiling 
landmark-based global one and floor landmark-based local one. The first one 
considers the expansibility and the economy of the localization and the second 
one focuses on the accuracy of the localization. They can cooperate together to 
obtain the satisfactory robot positioning performance for the transportation. 
 Fourthly, a new computational framework is designed for the path planning of the 
transportation. It includes two working modes: map theory-based peer-to-peer 
one and artificial intelligence-based patrol one. In the first kind, a hybrid method 
using the Floyd algorithm and the Dijkstra algorithm is presented. In the second 
one, a method adopting both of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the Artificial Ant 
Colony Algorithm (AACA) is proposed. Based on this path planning frameworks, 
the transportation with different numbers of waypoints can be executed easily and 
effectively. 
 Fifthly, a new method is proposed to improve the performance of collision 
avoidance in the adopted H20 robots. In this method one kind of depth sensors 
named Microsoft Kinect is adopted to detect the obstacles and a global-based 
strategy considering the whole path planning is proposed for the collision 
avoidance. This method can decrease the possibilities of transportation collisions.  
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 Sixthly, a completed method is developed to manage the robot recharging in the 
transportation. It is comprised of three aspects: an embedded software component 
is programmed for the robot real-time power measurement; a fully-automated 
charging station is discussed and a computational algorithm using the Artificial 
Immune Algorithm (AIA) is put forward to optimize the best installing positions 
of the charging stations in laboratories. 
 Finally, a group of experiments is provided to demonstrate and verify the 
performance of the developed transportation system. The results show that the 
presented methods and developed centers for the mobile robot transportation in 
life science laboratories are effective and efficient.  
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Zusammenfassung 
In modernen Labors werden Transportaufgaben immer komplexer durch verteilte 
automatisierte Workstations, Systeme und Anlagen. In dieser Dissertationsschrift wird 
ein neues Verfahren vorgestellt, das Steuerung und Organisation von 
Transportaufgaben in Life Science Laborumgebungen und den Einsatz mobiler 
Robotik realisiert. Die neuen innovativen Eigenschaften dieses Verfahrens sind 
nachfolgend aufgeführt: 
 Erstens es wurde ein flexibles System für dieses Verfahren entwickelt, das vier 
Steuerungsebenen beinhaltet: Das Prozess Management System (PMS) für 
Transportaufträge, das Robot Remote Center (RRC) für das 
Transportmanagement, das Robot On-board Center (RBC) für die 
Transportsteuerung und die Robot Arm Component (RAC) für die Steuerung der 
Roboterarme. Diese Systemarchitektur kann angewendet werden für jede 
Laborgröße und beliebige Formen von mobilen Robotern.  
 Zweitens wird eine hybride Netzwerkstruktur für die Transport- 
Datenkommunikation vorgeschlagen. Sie besteht aus einem Robot Internal 
Network (RIN) für interne Komponentenkommunikation und Robot External 
Network (REN) für die Kommunikation zwischen Robotern (RBCs) und dem 
Robot Remote Center. Für gebäudeweite, unterbrechungsfreie 
Drahtlosnetzwerkverbindungen der Roboter wurden wireless peer-to-peer Bridges 
eingesetzt.   
 Drittens wird ein Verfahren der Indoor Lokalisierung in Laborumgebungen 
präsentiert. Es besteht aus zwei Komponenten: Globale Navigation anhand von 
Landmarken an der Labordecke sowie lokale Navigation anhand von 
Fußbodenmarken. Während die erste Komponente die gebäudeweite effektive 
und erweiterbare Lokalisation ermöglicht, dient die zweite Komponente zur 
genauen Positionierung der Roboter an charakteristischen Arbeitsstationen. Beide 
Komponenten arbeiten kooperierend, um gemeinsam eine hohe 
Positionierungsperformance zu erreichen. 
 Viertens wurde ein neues Softwareframework für die Pfadplanung der Transporte 
erarbeitet. Dieses beinhaltet zwei Arbeitsmodi: Graphentheorie basierte Punkt zu 
Punkt Verfahren und KI basierte Bewegungsverfahren. Erstere beinhalten Floyd- 
und Dijkstra Algorithmen, letztere nutzen Genetische Algorithmen (GA) und 
Artifical Ant Colony Algorithmen (AACA). Unter Nutzung und Kombination 
dieser Methoden in einem Framework können Transportprozesse mit 
verschiedenartiger Art und Anzahl von Wegpunkten leicht und effektiv realisiert 
werden. 
 Fünftens wird ein Verfahren zur Verbesserung der Kollisionsvermeidung unter 
Nutzung der vorhandenen Roboterplattform H20 vorgestellt. Bei diesem 
Verfahren wird unter Nutzung der Microsoft Kinect Plattform mit Laserscanner – 
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Kamera Kombination die globale Pfadplanung mit der Funktionalität der 
Kollisionsvermeidung kombiniert. Dieses Verfahren hilft, Transportprobleme 
durch Kollisionen zu vermeiden. 
 Sechstens wurde das automatische Energiemanagement mit eigenständiger 
Wiederaufladung der Akkus der Roboter an Ladestationen entwickelt.  Dieses 
nutzt drei Aspekte: Integrierte interne Roboter Echtzeit Energiemessung, 
automatisierte Ladestationen und die Bestimmung der günstigsten 
Installationspositionen für Ladestationen unter Verwendung eines Artifical 
Immune Algorithmus (AIA). 
 Abschließend wird eine Reihe von Experimenten dokumentiert, mit der die 
Performance des entwickelten Transportsystems erprobt und demonstriert wurde. 
Die Ergebnisse dieser Untersuchungen zeigen, dass das entwickelte System und 
seine Steuerumgebung für die Transportprozesse unter Verwendung mobiler 
Robotik in Life Science Laborumgebung effektiv und effizient sind.  
 
